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ABSTRACT

First year nursing students repeatedly have difficulty recalling, understanding, and

applying knowledge from the Fluids & Electrolytes (F&E) class. Although the traditional

teaching method of lecturing is appropriate in a situation of knowledge acquisition, this situation

refers to a broader context. An altemate teaching method is needed to increase students'

understanding of the previously acquired knowledge and its application. This research concems

gaming as a tool for teaching with the focus on process as well as product. An instructional

exercise, in the Jeopardy format, is designed to incorporate understanding (through problem-

solving), group collaboration, and metacognition. Constructivist philosophy is combined with

Instructional Design to construct an exercise that foeuses not only on knowledge recall, but also

emphasizes thinking, understanding, and the reflective nature of the exercise. The focus of this

research is to design and evaluate an exercise as a supplemental teaching method to the lecture

présentation of the F&E class.
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RESUME

Au Collège Vanier, chaque nouveau groupe d'étudiants de première année en
techniques infirmières a les mêmes difficultés à se souvenir, à comprendre et à appliquer
les connaissance d'un cours en particulier, celui des fluides et électrolytes (F&É). La
méthode traditionnelle d'enseignement s'applique habituellement dans des situations
d'acquisition de connaissances. Ce cours réfère cependant à un contexte beaucoup plus
large que celui de la simple acquisition de connaissances. Une méthode différente
d'enseignement est nécessaire pour impliquer les étudiants dans une activité qui non
seulement leur permettrait d'acquérir des connaissances mais aussi accroîtrait leur
compréhension et leur permettrait d'appliquer la théorie apprise. Parmi un vaste éventail
de méthodes d'enseignement, cette recherche étudie celle du jeu. Un exercice
pédagogique semblable au jeu "Jeopardy" a été conçu pour permettre aux étudiants
d'appliquer les notions enseignées tout en les aidant à s'en souvenir et à intégrer leur
contenu. Un premier jeu avait été développé et utilisé l'année dernière, mais il est centré
surtout sur la mémorisation des connaissances. L'objectif de cette recherche était de
développer et d'évaluer le jeu comme méthode d'enseignement complémentaire à la
présentation magistrale traditionnelle sur les F&É.

L'enseignement des techniques infirmières commence à peine à utiliser le jeu de
concert aux méthodes traditionnelles d'enseignement pour atteindre certains objectifs.
Le jeu éducatif qui fait l'objet de cette recherche met l'importance non seulement sur les
connaissances académiques, mais aussi sur la résolution de problèmes, le travail d'équipe
et le processus de réflexion nécessaire pendant tout le procédé. L'exercice a été conçu
pour que la première partie permette le rappel des connaissances techniques sur les F&É,
tandis que la seconde partie fait appel à la résolution de problèmes par le biais d'études
de cas ou de mises en situation particulières aux techniques infirmières. Le jeu a été
choisi comme méthode d'enseignement dans cette situation particulière à cause des
avantages suivants: 1. Il encourage le travail d'équipe et la collaboration; 2. Il stimule
le processus de réflexion; 3. Il crée un environnement moins stressant pour
l'apprentissage; 4. Il augmente la motivation des participants à apprendre; 5. Il favorise
le rappel des cormaissances acquises. Le jeu comme méthode d'enseignement représente
ime méthode intégrale d'apprentissage parce qu'il est engageant émotivement et combine
l'expérience directe avec la réflexion dirigée et l'analyse intellectuelle.

Puisque l'objet de l'exercice porte autant sur le contenu que le processus
d'apprentissage, il a été conçu en utilisant autant la philosophie de conception instructive

(CI - instructional design) que celle du constructivisme. Alors que la CI concentre sur
la façon de concevoir l'exercice, la philosophie constructiviste d'enseignement met
l'accent sur la compréhension, sur la façon de penser et sur le procédé de réflexion qui
accompagne l'exercice. Les objectifs pédagogiques de l'exercice ont été identifiés en
utilisant les bases théoriques de la CI et du constructivisme et le feed-back généré par
l'exercice de première génération. Ces objectifs sont: 1. D'offrir à l'étudiant une



méthode alternative d'enseignement pour se souvenir des connaissances sur les F&É; 2.
D'aider les étudiants autant à se souvenir des notions théoriques enseignées qu'à les
comprendre, les intégrer et à appliquer leurs nouvelles connaissances en utilisant la
résolution de problèmes; 3. De sensibiliser les étudiants sur leurs coimaissances sur les
F«feÉ et sur le processus d'apprentissage utilisé tout au long de l'exercice; 4. De
démontrer que l'apprentissage peut être motivant; 5. D'encourager la collaboration entre
les étudiants. La méthodologie de cette recherche a été conçue en utilisant les cinq étapes
du modèle générique de la CI, c'est-à-dire l'analyse, la conception, le développement,
l'implantation et l'évaluation.

Même si un exercice de première génération avait déjà été implanté, il
n'incorporait pas tous les objectifs pédagogiques ni aucun des principes du
constructivisme. Ceci a mené à la création d'un exercice de deuxième génération, avec
des règles bien définies, qui a été implanté avec un groupe de 37 étudiants de première
année en techniques infirmières. Cet exercice, genre Jeopardy, a permis aux étudiants
de répondre aux questions de façon individuelle pendant la première partie et en groupe
pendant la seeonde. La première moitié de l'exercice portait sur des questions techniques
dont la connaissance était nécessaire pour les études de cas utilisées dans la seconde
moitié. Ces études de cas étaient des simulations de situations réelles utilisant la

résolution de problèmes. Les questions de cette section ont été répondues en équipe, ce
qui a encouragé la collaboration entre les membres de l'équipe. Malheureusement, à
cause d'un manque de temps, les étudiants n'ont été en mesure de compléter qu'une des
deux études de cas. Immédiatement après l'exercice, les étudiants ont fait un compte-
rendu qui leur a permis d'integrer et de réfléchir sur ce qui s'est passé durant l'exercice.
Les étudiants ont eu l'occasion d'exprimer et de partager leurs émotions avec leurs
collègues, leur permettant de vivre l'aspeet négociation sociale du constructivisme.

La performance des étudiants n'a pas été évaluée comme telle, mais plutôt
comme une indication de l'efficacité du concept. L'évaluation de l'exercice s'est fait
avec la triangulation méthodologique. Quatre méthodes différentes ont été utilisées pour
amasser l'information nécessaire à cette évaluation. Chaque source offrait une
perspective différente des mêmes résultats. Tous les étudiants ont volontairement signé
un formulaire de consentement pour participer à l'évaluation de l'exercice. Le compte-
rendu a alors été enregistré sur audio-cassette afin de recueillir tous les commentaires.
Immédiatement après cette étape, deux questiormaires ont été remis aux étudiants pour
compléter. Le premier comprenait des questions à développement se rapportant à leurs
réflexions, et le second de questions directes qui mesuraient l'attitude et les perceptions
des étudiants envers l'exercice. L'organisateur de l'exercice, c'est-à-dire le professeur,
a aussi complété un formulaire distinct d'évaluation.

L'analyse de l'information reçue des quatre sources a révélé que la majorité des
étudiants a trouvé l'expérience positive. Le feed-back des étudiants a clairement



démontré l'atteinte des objectifs pédagogiques. Les étudiants, de façon générale, ont
indiqué que l'exercice a accru leur compréhension, la collaboration, et leur niveau de
métacognition. Les étudiants étaient autant motivés par le désir de gagner que par celui
de trouver la bonne réponse. Ils ont trouvé que l'exercice était représentatif de la réalité
et approprié à l'acquisition de connaissances. Les étudiants ont aussi identifié un aspect
moins positif de l'exercice, celui du niveau de bruit élevé causé par les éclats de voix des
participants. Certains ont noté que ce niveau de bruit était dérangeant et nuisait à leur
concentration. L'information quantitative du questionnaire général complété par les
étudiants est venu supporter sans équivoque l'information qualitative recueillie sur le
questionnaire d'auto-évaluation des étudiants, pendant la période de compte-rendu, et sur
le formulaire d'évaluation de l'organisateur.

Les résultats supportent l'appariement de la CI et de la théorie constructiviste et
démontrent qu'il est possible de concevoir une méthode d'enseignement qui soit à la fois
orientée sur le contenu et sur le processus d'apprentissage. Les résultats supportent aussi
l'hypothèse que l'enseignement constructiviste est nécessaire lorsque les objectifs
pédagogiques dépassent la simple acquisition de connaissances.



SUMMARY

First year nursing students repeatedly have difficulty recalling, understanding,

and applying knowledge from the Fluids and Electrolytes (F&E) class. Since the first

half of the class entails knowledge acquisition, the traditional teaching method of

lecturing is appropriate. However, since this teaching situation is a function of more than

just knowledge acquisition, an altemate teaching method is needed to increase students'

understanding of the previously acquired knowledge and its application. The teaching

method chosen is that of gaming. An instructional exercise, in the Jeopardy format, is

specifically designed to incorporate understanding through problem-solving, group

collaboration, and metacognition. The focus is not exclusively on product, but process

as well. Constructivist philosophy is combined with Instructional Design to construct an

exercise that not only focuses on knowledge recall, but also emphasizes thinking,

understanding, and the reflective nature of the exercise.

The exercise is divided into two parts: 1. The first part focuses on knowledge

recall which involves answering on an individual basis; 2. The second part focuses on

problem-solving, using brief nursing situations, where questions are answered in teams.

The sample group involves 37 first year nursing students. The effectiveness of the design

is evaluated using data ffom four différent sources: 1. The debriefmg; 2. The student self-

assessment questionnaire; 3. The student général questionnaire; 4. The user design

évaluation. Analysis of this data clearly reveals that a majority of students found the

experience to be a positive one. Students generally agreed that the exercise was reflective

of real life, relevant to their leaming, and promoted understanding, collaboration, and

metacognition. Students were equally motivated by both the desire to win and by

wanting to obtain the right answer. Students identified only one less positive aspect of

the exercise as being the noise level caused by the excessive shouting by students which

they stated was disturbing and disruptive to their concentration.
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INTRODUCTION

First year students from the Vanier Collège Nursing Program repeated have

difficulty recalling, understanding, and applying knowledge from a particular lecture,

i.e., Fluids & Electrolytes (F&E). Usually the traditional teaching method of lecturing

is appropriate in a situation of knowledge acquisition. However, this teaching situation

refers to a broader context than the limited context of knowledge acquisition. An

altemate teaching method is needed to engage students in an activity that not only allows

them to acquire knowledge, but also increases their understanding of and allows for the

application of this knowledge in question. Among a large variety of teaching methods,

this research concems gaming as a tool for teaching. An instructional exercise, in the

Jeopardy format, was designed to provide students with the opportunity to apply content

while simultaneously helping them hoth recall and integrate content. A first génération

exercise had been designed and used the previous year, but it focused mainly on

knowledge recall. The focus of this research is to design and evaluate a second

génération exercise as a supplemental teaching method to the lecture présentation of the

F&E class. Chapter one delineates the nature of the teaching problem, explains why

gaming is chosen as the teaching strategy in dealing with this spécifie problem, and

explains why a constructivist instructional design model is utilized for constructing the

instructional exercise.

Nursing éducation is just heginning to use gaming in conjunction with the more

traditional lecture method in order to meet certain objectives. This research's

instructional exercise not only emphasizes knowledge content, but also problem-solving,

group collaboration, and the leamer's reflections of the entire process. The exercise is

designed so that the first half involves recall of F&E knowledge content, while the

second half involves problem-solving using hrief case studies, or nursing situations. In

this instance, gaming is chosen for the foliowing advantages: 1. It promotes team work

and collaboration; 2. It stimulâtes the thinking process; 3. It créâtes a less stressful
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environment for leaming; 4. It increases the participant's motivation for leaming; 5. It

promotes knowledge recall. Gaming is viewed as experientially based leaming in that

it is emotionally engaging and combines direct experience with guided reflection and

analysis. Chapter two présents a review of the literature which is divided into four main

areas: 1. Instructional design; 2. Constmctivism; 3. Constmctivism and nursing; 4.

Constructivism and Instmctional design. It aiso includes the conceptual framework

chosen for the research, followed by its application to the problem situation.

The instructional goals for the exercise are derived using the theoretical

foundation of Instmctional Design (ID), constructivism, and student feedback obtained

from the first génération exercise. These goals are: 1. To provide students with an

altemate teaching method to recall F&E knowledge; 2. To help students both to recall

F&E knowledge and to understand, integrate, and apply the knowledge through the use

of problem-solving; 3. To help students become aware of both their F&E knowledge as

well as the leaming process used throughout the exercise; 4. To demonstrate that leaming

can be motivating; 5. To encourage collaboration among students. Since the focus of the

exercise is both on the product as well as the process of leaming, it is constmcted using

both ID and constmctivist philosophy. Constmctivist teaching emphasizes thinking,

understanding, and the reflective nature of the exercise. The research's methodology is

conceived using the five steps of the generic ID model, i.e., analysis, design,

development, implementation, and évaluation. This methodology, with the exclusion of

data analysis, is well described in Chapter three. An identification of the methodological

tools utilized to collect the data is also included, as well as a brief explanation regarding

their constmction.

Although a first génération exercise had already been implemented once before,

it neither incorporated ail of the instmctional goals nor any constmctivist principles. This

led to the constmction of a second génération exercise, with a well defmed set of mies.
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that was implemented with a group of 37 first year nursing students. This Jeopardy-type

exercise allows students to respond on an individual basis in the first portion of the

exercise, and on a team basis in the second portion of the exercise. The first half of the

exercise consists of knowledge recall questions which become a prerequisite for the case

studies utilized in the second half of the exercise. The case studies are simulated real life

situations that utilize problem-solving. Questions in this section are answered on a team

basis which encourages collaboration between the team members. Unfortunately, due to

lack of time, students were able to complété only one of the two case studies.

Immediately following the exercise, students are engaged in a debriefing session that

allows them to process or reflect on what transpired during the exercise. Students are

given the opportunity to express and share their feelings with the entire class, i.e., the

social negotiation aspect of constructivist leaming.

Student performance is not evaluated per se, but rather as an indication of the

effectiveness of the design. The évaluation of the exercise utilizes methodological

triangulation. Four différent sources are used to collect the data needed for this

évaluation. Each source provides a différent perspective for the same data. Students are

asked to sign a consent form prior to participating in the exercise's évaluation. The

debriefing is then audio-taped to capture ail student comments. Immediately following

this debriefmg, students are given two questionnaires to complété. One questionnaire is

composed of open-ended questions pertaining to their reflections, while the second is

composed of closed-ended questions that measures students' attitudes and perceptions

toward the exercise. The user of the exercise, or the teacher, is also asked to complété a

separate évaluation form. An évaluation of the effectiveness of the design using

constructivist criteria is presented in Chapter four.

Chapter four provides an analysis of the data obtained ffom ail the varions

sources. The data ffom each source is first coded and analyzed for emergent catégories
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and subcategories. The data from ail four sources is then examined to establish links and

to draw conclusions. The goal of this analysis is to define the positive and négative

aspects of the design. The quantitative data from the student général questionnaire should

provide support for the qualitative data from the student self-assessment questionnaire,

the debriefmg, and the user évaluation. This analysis of the second génération exercise

is then compared with the fmdings of the first génération exercise.

In the conclusion, recommendations are made for the third génération exercise.

The results support the linking of ID and constructivist philosophy where one can design

instruction that is both product and process oriented. The results also support the premise

that constructivist teaching is required when the goal of instruction is more than just

knowledge acquisition.

N. B. This research uses the masculine pronouns of "him" and "his" to represent both

genders.



CHAPTER 1

PROBLEM SETTING

1. PRESENTATION CE THE TOPIC/PROBLEM

In teaching the Fluids & Electrolytes (F«&E) lecture to first year nursing students

for the third time, this researcher diseovered that most students were having difficulty

both recalling and integrating knowledge, i.e., facts and concepts, ffom the previous

class. Numerous students had verbalized their réservations regarding their inability to

remember content, as well as their insecurities regarding their ability to apply this

knowledge in real life situations.

The Vanier Collège Nursing Program provides its students with access to the

laboratory to allow them to praetice their psychomotor skills, and seminars during which

they can praetice their communication skills. It is only within the lecture hours and

during the clinical stages that teachers can provide their students with opportunities to

praetice their nursing diagnostic skills, through problem-solving, with regards to spécifie

content.

This teaching situation refers to a broader context than the limited context of

knowledge acquisition. Usually the traditional teaching method of lecturing is

appropriate in a situation of knowledge acquisition. On the other hand, an altemate

teaching method would be needed to engage students in an activity that not only allows

them to aequire knowledge, but also inereases their understanding of, and allows for

application of that content. Among a large variety of teaching methods, or stratégies, this

research concems gaming as a tool for teaching. An instructional exercise, or game,

could be designed to provide students with the opportunity to apply knowledge content,

while simultaneously helping them both recall and integrate content. A game is "an
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instructional activity in which participants follow prescribed rules that differ from those

of reality as they strive to attain a challenging goal." (Reigeluth, 1996, p. 16) "Nursing

theory is leamed more quickly and retained at a higher level when gaming is used."

(Kuhn, 1995, p. 35)

2. TEACHING STRATEGY: INSTRUCTIONAL EXERCISE

Nursing educators have been using games for nursing staff development for many

years now. In nursing éducation, we observe that gaming is more and more being used

in conjunction with traditional teaching methods, particularly the lecture method, as an

alternative teaching method or strategy for spécifie content. The reluctance nursing

éducation has had for using gaming as a teaching strategy stems Ifom several reasons:

1. The unfamiliarity with the method experienced by more traditionally educated

teachers; 2. The lack of advertisement and availability of games in nursing; 3. Financial

restraints; 4. The difficulty in evaluating leaming; 5. The difficulty in creating games

(Wolf & Duffy, cited in De Young, 1990).

Ulione (cited in De Young, 1990) classifies games as either content games which

emphasize content or facts, or process games which emphasize affective leaming (i.e.,

values, attitudes, and feelings), problem solving, and involve complex group interactions

(De Young, 1990). This research's instmctional exercise would be classified as a process

game since the emphasis is not exclusively on knowledge content, as in content games,

but also on problem-solving, group collaboration, and the leamer's reflections of the

entire process. De Young (1990) also includes a taxonomy of games developed by Duke

(1986) which classifies process games into three catégories depending on their focus:

1. Clinical process games involve nursing performance in a simulated setting; 2.

Pathophysiological process games provide content about pathophysiology; 3.

Psychosocial process games emphasize simulated psychosocial fimctioning. The
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instructional exercise is a combination of both the clinical and the pathophysiological

process games.

The first half of the exercise involves recall of F&E knowledge content, while

the second half uses problem-solving for understanding and application, using brief case

studies, or nursing situations. A case study is "a description of a real life event presented

in order to illustrate spécial... characteristics of a problem." (Jaques, in Saunders (Ed.),

1995, p. 23) These case studies are used as simulations within the exercise. Gagné (cited

in Driscoll, 1994) defines problem solving as "applying a new combination of rules to

solve a complex problem" (p. 336). De Young (1990) defines problem-solving as "a

process of formulating and testing hypothèses" (p. 22). When confronted with a problem,

this process first involves the student's recalling of previously leamed rules, followed

by combining these recalled rules to form a new higher order rule, resulting in the

solution to the problem (Gredler, 1992). A rule is defmed as "a chain of concepts or a

relationship between concepts." (De Young, 1990, p. 21) The second half of the

instructional exercise allows students, as a team, to look at two case studies, simulating

nursing situations, and answer certain questions. To do this, they are required to first

analyze the situations using prior knowledge, and then use that knowledge to come up

with the answers or solutions.

Devis (1978) states there are certain conditions where gaming would be a more

useful teaching strategy than the traditional methods, e.g., leaming spécifie skills and

complex tasks, as well as some advantages for using games, e.g., motivation, rétention,

and collaboration. She further describes gaming as experientially based leaming.

Experiential éducation can be described as leaming that is emotionally engaging and

combines direct experience with guided reflection and analysis (Chapman, McPhee, &

Proudman, 1995). The instmctional exercise allows students to participate in or

experience an activity that is reflective of the real world. They begin by forming their
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version of reality, which is followed by a guided reflection or processing of the leaming

experience. This reflection allows students with the opportunity to share their respective

realities. Bevis (1978) clearly outlines the teaeher's rôle in experientially based leaming

and subséquent préparation required by the teaeher for such leaming.

Fuszard (1989) lists seven conditions that make games valuable to nursing

éducation: 1. The heterogeneous population; 2. An active leaming population ; 3.

Affective objectives; 4. Complex objectives; 5. Time compression; 6. The need for

motivation; 7. The need to acquire communication skills. Gaming is effective for

teaching the higher intelleetual skill of problem-solving and, in addition, encompasses

the affective domain (Fuszard, 1989; Percival & Ellington, 1988). Nursing educators

agree that gaming both involves and motivâtes the leamer, stimulâtes thought processes,

(i.e., problem solving, reinforces facts and promotes reeall, provides immédiate

feedback), and promotes collaboration among leamers (Kuhn, 1995; Resko & Chorba,

1992; Sisson & Becker, 1988; Walljasper, 1982). Gaming provides leamers with an

altemate perspective on leaming, where they have the opportunity to apply their

knowledge and sec the relevance of their leaming.

3. LINKINGINSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN, CONSTRUCTIVISM, AND GAMING

Searehing for a method to design the exercise led to the discovery of Instmctional

Design (ID). Riehey (1986) defmes ID as "the science of creating detailed spécifications

for the development, évaluation, and maintenance of situations which faeilitate the

leaming of both large and small units of subject matter" (p. 9). Briggs (cited in Riehey

(1986) states that design includes "the development of instmctional materials and

aetivities" (p. 9). An ID model offers a sériés of steps or stages to follow in designing

and delivering content to students, who then demonstrate, through testing, that they have

acquired that particular content. The object of ID is to constmct programs, lessons, and
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materials which lead to leamer achievement (Richey, 1986).

Teaching has been described as "getting content from the texts into the heads of

the leamer in such a way that they could retrieve the information for a test." (Dick &

Carey, 1985, p. 2) The traditional lecture method appears to be most teachers' popular

choice to convey information, and for this purpose, is just as effective as other

instmctional methods (Percival & Ellington, 1988). It is noteworthy that although the

lecture method favors knowledge acquisition, unless reinforced, the ability to recall

information post lecture drops rapidly with time (Percival & Ellington, 1988).

Understanding and usage of knowledge through problem-solving facilitâtes knowledge

recall and its application.

In using an ID model, instmctional goals must be identified before designing the

instmction. If knowledge acquisition was the exclusive goal for this research's

instmctional exercise, the lecture format would be an appropriate teaching method.

However, the exercise's goal includes several aspects: recall, application of knowledge

with a focus on the process, metacognition, motivation, and collaboration. These goals

are further explained in Chapter four.

Although motivation, as part of the leamer's characteristics, is addressed in ID,

there is little focus on the affective components of leaming, such as values, feelings, and

attitudes (Lebow, 1993). Exclusive use of an ID model does not incorporate these

additional facets into the instmctional exercise. The purpose of linking ID and

constmctivist philosophy allows to take into considération ail the goals of the

instmctional exercise.

Some instmctional designers assert that one can design instmction utilizing

certain principles of constmctivist philosophy (Cooper, 1993; Dick, 1991; Jonassen,

1994; Merrill, Li, & Jones, 1990; Willis, 1995; Wilson, 1995). Even though ID is
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objectivist in nature, i.e., the focus is mainly on the "product" of instruction, its main

goal is to improve and apply methods of instruction, i.c., prcscribing optimal

instructional methods, in order to optimize the "process" of instruction (Rcigcluth,

1983). A good designer is one who selects and uses ideas ffom différent models in order

to design the best possible instructional method (Dick, 1991; Jonassen, 1994).

Therefore, one should be able to design an instruction, such as a game, within a

constructivist framework. Construction could be used in conjunction, instead of in

opposition, with instruction. Since it is the designer who selects instructional stratégies

to meet the leaming objectives (Winn, 1991), the individual that has to develop a design

needs to concentrate not only on the end product of leaming, a characteristic of ID, but

simultaneously to focus on the process of leaming and to provide situations for

knowledge constmction, a characteristic of constmctivism.

Direct instruction is often selected in the case of knowledge acquisition. Another

type of instmction is needed when the instmctional goals include understanding,

thinking, and création (Zahorik, 1995). ID is a method that provides the steps in

designing the exercise (game) and stmcturing the content, whereas constmctivist

philosophy emphasizes the thinking process, understanding, and the reflective nature of

the exercise. Since motivation, metacognition, and collaboration are part of constmctivist

philosophy, they can easily be integrated in the instmctional exercise.

The instmctional exercise is viewed as a means both to recall and integrate

content, i.e., end product, and to take into account the expérience it provides, i.e.,

process. When utilizing the instmctional exercise, the leamer applies his knowledge

through the use of problem-solving, e.g., by analyzing a simulated nursing situation, and

making a nursing diagnosis, thereby gaining an understanding of the content and actively

constmcting his own reality. Given every leamer's uniqueness, everyone will have a

différent experience, constmcting his own unique reality. Collaboration between students
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during the teamwork portion of the game provides the leamer with the opportunity to

share his ideas with his team members, thus comparing respective realities, followed by

each modifying his own existing pre-game reality (social aspect). A debriefing, or guided

reflection, at the end of the exercise allows the leamer to reflect on the events that

transpired during the exercise, to become aware of the problem-solving process used, and

to see how this helped his leaming, thus giving him ownership of the process.

As demonstrated, depending on the instmctional goals, principles from both ID

and constructivism can be used to organize a leaming situation that deals with the

content and the context of knowledge. ID and constmctivist philosophy are compatible;

they can be merged to produce instmction that both is product and process oriented.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Instructional Design (ID) is part of this researcher's method to develop the

instructional exercise (game) as a teaching strategy to improve instruction of F&E. It is

this researcher's opinion that constructivism is beginning to have a major impact in the

field of éducation, particularly ID. Since the instructional exercise's goals clearly reflect

constructivist philosophy, incorporating this philosophy with ID not only improves the

instruction of F&E, but also reflects this new trend in éducation.

This chapter discusses articles pertaining to instructional design and

constructivism. It includes a literature review of four main areas: I. Instructional design;

2. Constructivism; 3. Constructivism and nursing; 4. Constructivism and instructional

design. The first two areas présent a description of both ID and constructivism, including

their basic assumptions. The third area addresses the use of constructivism in the field

of nursing, both éducation and practice, while the fourth area discusses various

instructional designers' viewpoints/opinions regarding the incorporation of constructivist

philosophy in ID. The conceptual framework for this research is based on Richey's

conceptual model of ID. A description of Richey's model is presented, followed by an

analysis of the instructional situation using this particular model. The research statement

is presented at the end of the chapter.

I. INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

Instructional design can be defmed as "the science of creating detailed

spécifications for the development, évaluation and maintenance of situations which

facilitate the leaming of both large and small vmits of subject matter" (Richey, 1986, p.

9). ID is prescriptive: it prescribes optimal instructional methods in order to produce
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desired instructional outcomes, i.e., achievement and affect, (Reigeluth, 1983). The aim

of ID is understanding, improving and applying methods of instruction in order to

optimize the process of instruction (Reigeluth, 1983). In his book, Instructional Design

Théories and Models (1983), Reigeluth gives a detailed description of what ID is, how

it relates to éducation, and includes eight models and théories of instruction, such as

Gagné & Briggs model and Merrill's component display theory (CDT).

The beginning of the instructional design movement can be traced as far back as

the 1950's. Events, such as the Atomic Age and the development of computers,

contributed to the growth and development of ID. Seels (1989) recounts that the 1960's

was "the decade of instructional development," the 1970's was "the decade of

instructional design" and the 1980's was "the decade of designing interactivity" (p. 12).

The theoretical foundation for ID is based on théories borrowed from other disciplines,

primarily Systems, psychology, and communications (Reigeluth, 1983; Richey, 1986;

Seels, 1989). The goals and objectives of the design are set by the instructional designer.

The designer selects instructional stratégies that wdll meet the leaming objectives (Winn,

1991). Based on an analysis of the content, the leamer, and the environment, an

instructional approach with one optimal outcome is chosen.

In the 1950's, B.F. Skinner's behaviorist approach was the major influence on the

ID movement. The basic assumptions of behaviorism are: objectivism, environmentalism

and reinforcement (Cooper, 1993). The emphasis was on directing and measuring

leaming via performance. Cognitive orientations to ID were developed by Bmner and

Ausubel (Reigeluth, 1983). Cognitivists' main concem was how a leamer recalled and

retrieved information ffom memory (Richey, 1986). Bmner's discovery methods and

Ausubel's cognitive stmctures were major influences on the ID movement (Reigeluth,

1983). Since information processing may be âge dépendent, it is this researcher's opinion

that ID does not capitalize on the strengths of the adult leamer. Designed instmction
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began with behaviorism then progressed to cognitivism. It appears that it is now slowly

shifting toward constructivism. Recently, the constructivist paradigm bas been having

a major impact on research and development in the ID movement.

2. CONSTRUCTIVISM

Constructivism "daims that reality is more in the mind of the knower, that the

knower constructs a reality or at least interprets it based upon his or her expériences".

(Jonassen, 1991, p. 29) Instructional designers are eoncemed with the product of

instruction, i.e., instructional sequence and outcome, whereas constructivists focus more

on the process of knowledge construction. "The constructivist paradigm states that

leaming occurs because personal knowledge is constructed by an active and

self-regulated leamer who résolves conflicts between ideas and reflects on theoretical

explanations" (Seels, 1989, p. 13). Duffy & Jonassen (cited in Richey, 1992) state

constructivism maintains that "meaning is based upon experience and the context in

which that experience takes place" (p. 7). Seeing as the adult leamer has accumulated

more life expériences (Long, 1990; Merriam, 1993; Verduin, Miller, & Greer,1986),

leaming in a constmctivist paradigm might make it more meaningful for them.

Whereas behaviorism and cognitivism are based on objectivist assumptions,

where reality is extemally mediated or observed, constmctivists see reality as intemally

mediated and determined by the expériences of the knower (Cooper, 1993). Since reality

is personally or individually constmcted, each person's reality is imique; there is no

single or common reality (objective). However, one's reality is shared through social

negotiation or collaboration with others. To the constmctivist, "leaming is problem-

solving based on personal discovery, and the leamer is intrinsically motivated" (Cooper,

1993, p. 13; Seels, 1989). Life experience is the stimulus that propels adult leamers to

seek new leaming situations. To accommodate constmctivist applications, an altemative
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to using one single, predetermined sequence for leaming would be the sélection of

meaningflil authentic tasks, or tasks that have real world relevance and utility (Jonassen,

1991, 1994). Leaming should be situated or anchored in realistic settings, reflective of

real world contexts (Merrill, 1991). These settings support knowledge application, where

the adult leamer can sec the relevance of bis work. The emphasis is on knowledge

construction, or the process of creating one's reality, which actively engages the leamer,

versus knowledge reproduction, or the end product.

Constmctivist leaming goals include: problem-solving, reasoning, critical

thinking, reflection, and the active use of knowledge (Driscoll, 1994). There are five

conditions for leaming that operationalize these goals: 1. Juxtapose instmctional content

and provide multiple modes of représentation; 2. Provide complex leaming environments

that incorporate authentic activity; 3. Nurture reflexivity; 4. Provide for social

negotiation as part of leaming; 5. Emphasize student centered instmction (Driscoll, 1994;

Jonassen, 1994).

Constmctivists believe that students should be evaluated on both the end product

of leaming, as well as how they constmct knowledge, and the process of leaming

(Jonassen, 1991; Perkins, 1991; Young, 1993) resulting in a metacognitive awareness

of their leaming process. This implies that testing should be part of the process and not

a separate activity. The leamer's performance is observed and measured in the context

of the authentic tasks, that is, those encountered in real life (Merrill, 1991). The context,

or leaming environment, should be supportive and responsive to every leamer's needs

or individual style. Constmctivists believe that leaming is collaborative, that is, it comes

from the sharing of multiple perspectives (Merrill, 1991). Collaboration, or sharing of

each student's own reality, allows students to sec the différent perspectives of the

situation, henee, adding to their own individual reality.

Zahorik (1995) suggests that educators should use constmctivist teaching when
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the goal of instruction is understanding, thinking, and création. "Constructivist teaching

emphasizes thinking, understanding, and self-control over behavior, but does not neglect

basic skills and knowledge" (Zahorik, 1995, p. 8). Constructivist teaching incorporâtes

the following five basie elements: 1. Activating prior knowledge; 2. Acquiring

knowledge as a "whole", versus fragmented information, through "scaffolding or

building on; 3. Understanding knowledge and subséquent sharing; 4. Using knowledge

through problem-solving; 5. Reflection of knowledge or metacognition (Zahorik, 1995).

3. CONSTRUCTIVISM AND NURSING

Extensive searches of the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) and

the Medline database resulted in the discovery of only one article that documents the use

of constructivism in nursing éducation. Constructivist teaching appears to be more

commonly used in médical schools and is only beginning to emerge in both nursing

éducation and nursing practice.

Some nursing faculties in Eastem Australia are using problem-based leaming as

a teaching strategy in their courses (Creedy, Horsfall, & Hand, 1992). Problem-based

leaming, derived from constmctivist philosophy, encourages nursing students to be

active constructors of their knowledge, and then apply this knowledge to an unfamiliar

"problem". This process identifies the student's leaming needs, guiding him to study in

order to reapply his knowledge to solve the problem and, at the same time, evaluate the

effectiveness of his leaming (Creedy et al. 1992). Creedy et al. (1992) have identified

five basic principles for problem-based pedagogy for nursing edueators as being: 1. An

awareness of his beliefs about teaching and leaming; 2. A coneeptual ehange teaching

approach; 3. An ability to focus and direct the student's leaming needs through activities

such as debriefing and foeused discussions; 4. An ability to negotiate meaning through

sharing with students and between students; 5. An analysis of student leaming.
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Cox and Davis (1993) describe how health care clinicians can incorporate

principles of Social Constructivism when helping familles solve problems. The

clinician's rôle is to facilitate discussion among family members so that they are able to

solve their problems. This problem-solving discussion is stimulated through the

clinician's use of "circular and reflexive" questions. "Circular questions are those that

encourage individuals to explore pattems of meaning in situations that connect persons,

actions, perceptions, ideas, events, and beliefs" (Davis & Cox, 1994, p. 41). Reflexive

questions are those that guide a group in exploring their own solutions to a problem

(Davis & Cox, 1994).

Whitman (1993) and Savery & Duffy (1995) show how constructivism is used

in médical éducation, also through problem-based leaming. The emphasis is on leamer

independence, the active involvement of students in their own leaming, and collaboration

among students.

Davis and Cox (1994) discuss using constmctivist philosophy to create effective

nursing work groups in the hospital setting. Nursing work groups can effectively solve

problems and fmd solutions through conversing with each other, sharing, and

collaboration.

In summary, whether constructivism is used in mirsing éducation, nursing

practice, or médical éducation the focus is on the leamer as an active constmctor of his

own knowledge or reality, the negotiation of realities through collaboration or sharing,

and metacognition, or an awareness of his own understanding and leaming process.

4. CONSTRUCTIVISM AND INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

Varions instmctional designers have written numerous articles on the

compatibility of constmctivist philosophy and ID. Instmctional designers avoid using
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the temi "constructivist instruction" as it appears to be an oxymoron: constructivists

believe in the process of leaming and ID in the objectivist instruction (Jonassen, 1994).

Seels (1989) traces the historical évolution of the instructional design movement,

identifying some major events in time and their effects on the development of ID. She

has outlined the paradigm shifts (as has Cooper, 1993) in designed instruction, i.e., from

behaviorism, to cognitivism, to constructivism, and their impact in guiding ID research,

i.e., reviewing and formulating data. Cooper (1993) believes that the shift toward the

constructivist ID approach represents a "significant expansion of the dimensions of the

leaming setting, where the limits are expressed in terms of the desires and goals of the

leamer and not the designs ... of the instmctor" (p. 18). Instmctional goals and objectives

are negotiated with the student rather than set by the designer. Since adult leamers

usually voluntarily pursue continuing éducation, participating in designing their leaming

can be motivating as well as can boost their self esteem.

Wirm (1991) feels that constmctivism needs to be defined more clearly and

extensively before he can commit to its usefulness in ID. He is not convinced that ail

knowledge can be constmcted by the leamer. Unlike constmctivists, he believes that

students need to have some knowledge, which is explicitly taught by the teacher, as their

starting point for constmction. Although he disagrees with constmctivist views, his own

are not necessarily in opposition. Constmctivism maintains that leaming is intrinsically

motivated and problem-solving is based on personal discovery. Bruner (cited in Driscoll,

1993) maintains that problem-solving leads to the process of discovery, which is

dépendent on the leamer's prior knowledge of the subject matter. Prior knowledge can

be taught by the teacher, but can also be leamed or constmcted by a motivated, self

directed leamer, i.e., the adult leamer. This raises the issue as to whether a constmctivist

ID model can benefit ail students, especially those who require teachers to be more than

just facilitators. However, constmctivists would say that teachers should be flexible
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enough to provide extra guidance for those students who would require it.

Although Yarusso (1992) has some serious réservations regarding constructivist

philosophy, he too acknowledges its potential value in ID. It gives instructional designers

an alternative way to look at what they do. He sees the value of constructivism vs.

objectivism when faced with the need for creativity vs. productivity

Merrill, Li and Jones (1990) also concédé that constructivism might be an

alternative view to ID. In a later article (1991), Merrill described how the assumptions

of a moderate constructivism would be consistent with his own views of ID, or second

génération instructional design theory. He agréés that many assumptions of

constructivism are similar to ID's. Guiding a student through the discovery process

would be one, among many appropriate, instructional strategy for ID; and helping and

providing students with the tools that will help them solve problems. Merrill feels that

"constructivist instructional strategy seems to merely have a narrower point of view and

be limited to certain types of instructional outcomes" (p. 50). He believes that his

instructional prescriptions and a moderate constructivism are similar: relevant tasks,

active leaming, and experiential leaming.

Jonassen (1994) has constructed a concept map, depicting the web of

constructivism, which focuses around three common éléments (the three C's): 1.

Context; 2. Collaboration; 3. Construction. The emphasis is placed on the process rather

than the end product. Jonassen states that a constructivist design process focuses on the

environment which supports the construction of knowledge, provides an authentic

context for leamers, and promotes collaboration both between leamers and with the

teacher. Adult leamers should enjoy this type of environment. Jonassen does not suggest

that constmctivist replace objectivist designs, but rather that the designer select and adapt

ideas from différent models in order to design the instructional method that best suits the

leaming problem. Jonassen's only concem is that designers not use objectivist évaluation
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methods to evaluate constructivist leaming.

Originally, Dick (1991) felt that constructivists were not really designing

instruction, but something else, i.e., educational intervention. Continued research in

identifying the strengths and weaknesses of constructivism would be needed before it

could be considered compatible with ID. However, in an article published in 1995, he

agréés with Jonassen's views that designers who "augment instructional Systems design

fimdamentals with judicious use of selected constructivist principles will make design

décisions that resuit in instruction that is both enjoying to leamers and produces leaming

outcomes that are required by the client" (p. 10).

Constructivists emphasize the context, or environment, and its importance to

leaming. Leaming cannot be decontextualized. Leaming is situated in realistic settings

and reflective of real world contexts ( Jonassen, 1994; Merrill, 1991 ; Merrill, Li & Jones,

1990) in that situations produce knowledge through activity (Brown, Collins & Duguid,

1989). The environment should provide an authentic context for leaming using real life

cases reflective of real world problems and authentic tasks reflective of real world

practice, both of which are situated in the real world (Jonassen, 1994). A supportive

environment provides the leamer with a simulated reality out of which he can constmct

his own reality. Wilson (1995) has incorporated the constructivist's views of situated

leaming with ID in what he calls a situated/constmctivist ID that is accompanied by a

methodology for its implementation. Not many situated ID models are available, so little

is known regarding the efficacy of such a model. Wilson believes more research is

required in this area in order to identify the advantages and disadvantages of such a

design model. However, Wilson states that although situated ID models can be more

costly, with usually less coverage of material, or content, some advantages would be a)

they allow for more flexibility in instmctional activities, b) they provide leaming

outcomes that will be used in real life, c) there is more leamer participation with
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independent problem -solving capabilities, d) there is an acknowledgment of social and

the motivational factors in leaming.

This présentation of a constructivist philosophy as a research framework is

consistent with the perspective adopted to describe adult leamers. They are pragmatists

who want to see their leaming relevant to the real world (Verduin et al. 1986).

Overall, it appears that many instmctional designers see the incorporation of

certain constmctivist principles into ID as a positive step in the instmctional design

movement, but at the same time, they caution that further research is needed.

5. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

A conceptual model provides a ffame of reference for people within a discipline

(Fawcett, 1984). Conceptual models are made up of concepts and propositions.

Concepts are words describing mental images of phenomena. Propositions are the

relationships between these concepts. Conceptual models facilitate an understanding of

variables, the relationships among them, and how they relate to instmctional designs and

their implementation (Richey, 1986). They are meant to be used as a tool for users

of a discipline, telling them what to look at, focusing on what is important or relevant to

the discipline. A conceptual model is an "abstract System of global concepts and linking

statements" (Fawcett, 1984, p. 26) and is analytic in nature, that is, it identifies and

organizes the relevant events (Richey, 1986). An example would be Merrill's component

display theory, which is classified as a conceptual model of ID, but which can also serve

as a procédural model because it describes how to perform a task.

Over the years, numerous procédural models and théories of ID have been

developed. Some examples of instmctional theories/models developed are: Gagné-Briggs

Model of Instmction, Merrill's Component Display Theory (CDT), and Reigeluth's
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Elaboration Theory of Instruction. Bach theory/model was designed to achieve différent

kinds of goals (Reigeluth, 1983). Bach theory/model bas a slightly différent focus on

instructional design. Merrill's CDT focuses on micro-strategies, methods for teaching a

single idea or concept, while Reigeluth's Elaboration Theory focuses on macro-strategies,

methods that relate to teaching a number of ideas. Whereas procédural models of ID

provide spécifie guidelines for designing activities, conceptual models only describe the

identified variables and the relationships among them, allowing the designer to

understand the factors that have an impact on designs and their implementation (Richey,

1986). Although there is much research in progress in the field of ID, as yet, there is no

single, comprehensive theory or model.

6. RICHBY'S CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

Richey's (1986) conceptual model of ID describes a view of reality in a way that

the theoretical foundation is an intégration of the knowledge base of varions théories

borrowed from other disciplines: général Systems theory, cognitive leaming theory,

communication theory, and instructional models. Systems theory is used for the overall

design of the spécifie project. It includes useful variables such as feedback, open and

closed Systems, and the rôle of goals and objectives. Cognitive leaming theory provides

direction to the spécifie design rules of the instmctional materials. Relevant variables

are: reinforcement, memory, and transfer. The importance of communication theory

refers to the constmction of meaning and the transmission of information. Relevant

variables are: attitude, persuasion, language, and meaning. The most recent impact on

ID bas been the rôle of varions média as communication of information. The importance

of instructional models (of ID) arises from the sequencing of knowledge, pacing of the

design activity, and motivation. Richey's conceptual model of ID is a "synthesis of the

critical elements from the four foundational theory bases of ID and the varions
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procédural models of design" (p. 180).

Richey's conceptual model identifies four clusters of interactive variables which

can contribute to the success of a particular design. The clusters relate to a) the leamer,

b) the content, c) the environment, d) the delivery (Richey, 1986). Major components are

identified within each cluster. Second level variables (SLV) bave been identified under

each component within each cluster, and these SLV have been further broken down to

produce a list of more detailed third level variables (TLV).

Since Richey's conceptual model is not the focus of this research, but rather the

guide to analyze the instructional situation, the following is a brief description of the four

clusters of interactive variables (leamer, content, environment, and delivery), their

components, SLV, and TLV within each cluster.

6.1 The learner

The product of the conceptual model of ID is leamer achievement, a process in

which leamers have primary influence. This process is influenced by the leamer's

individual characteristics, over which designers have little control. Richey has identified

four groups of leamer-related components critical to ID: 1. Demographics; 2. Capacity;

3. Compétence; 4. Attitudes. This leamer group has a high degree of interrelatedness

between its variables. This is supported by the premise that attitudes are as much a

function of âge, experience, and ability as they are of values and motivation. The model

describes the leamer as a feeling individual who is able to change as a resuit of feedback

(from others) and bis own perceptions of his own behavior. The leamer's use of

language, memory and past expériences contribute to his intellectual growth. The leamer

is in constant interaction with his environment.
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6.1.1 Demographics

Age, sex, and cultural background are SLV which have important considérations

in the design of the instructional exercise. The designer should consider the leamer's âge

(TLV: child, adolescent, adult, aged). The leamer's sex, ethnicity, and socioeconomic

status are TLV which may need to he examined prior to the design. A design task is

simplified if the group of leamers is homogeneous.

6.1.2 Capacity

The leamer's capacity relates to his innate abilities which include intelligence,

cognitive and physiological development (SLV). TLV are verbal, mathematical, and

spatial abilities. Intellectual abilities of concem are language, for articulation and to

express thoughts, and problem solving. Cognitive development (TLV are:

concrete-symbolic-formal development and cognitive style) is important in that it

pertains to how leamers perceive, remember, think, sort out, and utilize information.

6.1.3 Compétence

Compétence is the resuit of conscious activity, or achievement, and is described

as being influenced by the leamer's attitudes and général characteristics. Prerequisite

skills (SLV) contribute to the compétence of the leamer. Such skills involve information

processing skills, basic skills, and content prerequisites (TLV). Prior knowledge in the

subject matter contributes to the success of the présent instmction. The leamer's

experiential background (SLV) is an important déterminant for his compétence level, the

adult leamer in particular. TLV include family, leisure time, social, vocational, and

educational. The leamer's experience encompasses those acquired through informai

settings, such as family and social life, or through formai éducation, e.g., public/private
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school.

6.1.4 Attitudes

Values, self concept, and motivational level are SLV in this group. A leamer's

values (TLV : moral, aesthetic, and religions) détermine the choices he makes and can

influence the leamer's attitudes toward, and performance in, the chosen instruction.

Attitudes toward the subject matter (TLV: school or subject related) can affect leaming

and achievement. Self-concept (TLV: académie, personal, professional) is an important

factor in the leamer's attitude toward the instmction and ultimately achievement therein.

The leamer's goals, interests, and perseverance (TLV) are a reflection of the leamer's

motivational level. Success of an instructional exercise would increase if it carefully

examines these leamer attitudes.

6.2 The content

Content analysis is an intégral part of instmctional design. The model describes

content as a combination of three major components: 1. The type of leaming task; 2. The

mental opérations required; 3. The subject matter domain. This aspect of the model

focuses on a) the organization of the content rather than the delivery and sequencing,

h) its use as a checklist in aiding the designer to select pertinent instmctions. As each

phase of the content analysis is completed, a description of the content emerges,

facilitating the design process.

6.2.1 Type of leaming task

SLV include the cognitive domain (TLV: verbal information and intellectual

skills), the affective domain (TLV: values, beliefs, attitudes, and émotions), and the
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psychomotor domain (TLV: gross and fine motor skills, discrète to continuous motor

tasks). Verbal information includes leaming names and facts associated with the content.

Intellectual skills include leaming concepts, mies, and problem solving or application

of mies.

6.2.2 Mental opérations required

This area relates to the mental opérations required to achieve the instmctional

objectives: 1. Sélective attention; 2. Long term rétention; 3. Transfer (SLV). The

instmctional exercise should help leamers focus their attention (TLV) on the relevant

elements/concepts, which can be donc using varions techniques such as arrows, color,

and répétition. Reinforcing students' leaming (TLV) by providing correct answers, and

by presenting the content in a simple to complex sequence, can serve as a guide in

directing the leamer's attention. These reinforcement techniques also facilitate leamers'

rétention of the content in long term memory. The designer organizes the content (TLV)

so as to promote information placement in long term memory. Rehearsal (TLV) is

another method that promotes long term storage. The instmctional exercise should also

promote the leamer's retrieval of information (TLV) from the long term memory.

Leamers should be able to retrieve knowledge, then be able to transfer that knowledge

for use in new situations (latéral transfer), so that they can later apply that same

knowledge in problem solving (vertical transfer).

6.2.3 Subject matter domain

This group's SLV are: 1. Basic skills (TLV: Computing, critical thinking, reading,

speaking, and listening); 2. Général cultural concems, and vocational / professional /

Personal. Interpersonal skills (TLV) are an important aspect of the vocational /

professional variable. Leamers require good interpersonal skills to communicate
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effectively amongst themselves, and with other professionals once in the work fïeld.

6.3 The environment

The model addresses the influence of the environment on leamer achievement.

The environment cluster is composed of two main components, setting and climate, both

of which have SLV and TLV. The setting produces the prevailing instructional climate.

Settings are structural, thus fixed, and the climate is composed of qualitative variables

which can be varied. Although the setting of the design can influence student leaming,

the climate variables are probably the primary influence. The model views the

environment as an interactive whole, a network of interactions both within the cluster

and among variables of other clusters as well.

6.3.1 The setting

The instructional exercise must take into account the setting, or the structural

layout, of the institution where it will be implemented. SLV are: 1. Schools (TLV:

preschool, K-12, higher éducation, vocational/trade); 2. Business/industry (TLV:

manufacturing, service, trade, transportation); 3. Health care (TLV: hospitals, clinics,

private offices, health agencies); 4. Community (TLV: adult/continuing éducation, social

service and mass média organizations); 5. Govemment (TLV: military, local, state,

national).

6.3.2 The climate

SLV of this group are: 1. Extemal influences (TLV: economy, market potential,

Govemment influence, compétition, extemal image of organization); 2. Organizational

climate (TLV: organization's reward Systems, goals/values, size, level of support given
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to leamers, leadership styles); 3. Physical materials and arrangements (TLV: equipment,

supplies, allotments, room layout, lighting, space); 4. Participant characteristics (TLV:

teacher and student characteristics, interaction among participants).

6.4 The delivery

The delivery cluster has four major components: 1. Scope; 2. Strategy; 3.

Présentation; 4. Sequencing. Delivery of instruction is influenced by the other three

clusters (the characteristics of the leamer, the constraints of the environment, the

demands of the content) and the skills of the instructor.

6.4.1 Scope

Scope refers to the organization or structure of the content (subject matter). SLV

are a) macrostructure (TLV: covers large content such as programs, courses, units,

workshops ), b) microstructure (TLV: covers one lesson or objective).

6.4.2 Strategy

Strategy refers to the basic delivery décisions, i.e., methods and materials of

instruction: 1. Media; 2. Processes (SLV). The média, or physical means of

communication, refers to the elements used in the instructional exercise, i.e.,

projected/non-projected, audio, video, computer, real or 3-D (TLV). Process refers to the

type of instruction delivered: individualized, group or mass instruction, and work

embedded instruction (TLV).
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6.4.3 Présentation

Présentation of the content has two SLV: 1. Tactics; 2. Form. A designer uses

varions tacties, e.g., seeure attention (i.e., cuing techniques), secure response (i.e., using

prompts), facilitate rétention (i.e., répétition and rehearsal), provide reinforcement (i.e.,

support and encouragement), maintain interest, and assess performance (TLV). The

overall form of the présentation refers to whether the instruction uses the discovery

approach, ailowing students to discover principles, or whether it focuses on telling

students the content material. Other TLV include control of the présentation and

interactivity of the instruction.

6.4.4 Sequencing

Sequencing refers to the ordering of the information, or content, and to the

scheduling of the delivery (SLV). Scheduling refers to the organization of the procédures

used. The effect of the pace of the overall présentation of instruction ( i.e., time) has a

resulting impact on the way a leamer processes information. A designer cem order the

content in a cyclical pattem, hierarchical sequence, or based on factors extemal to the

leaming proeess (TLV).

7. APPLICATION OF RICHEY'S CONCEPTUAL MODEL TO THE

INSTRUCTIONAL SITUATION

A conceptual model can be used as a tool to guide the design of the instructional

exercise by identifying the critical elements/variables of the given situation. One must

first imderstand ail the relevant variables of a situation before one ean successfully

design the instruction. Since not ail the variables within Richey's model apply to every

situation, for the purpose of this research, only those variables this researcher secs as

relevant to the instructional exercise will be discussed.
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7.1 TheLearner

Although leamer characteristics cannot be controlled by the designer, their

influence on the leaming process suggests they be identified. Due to the increasing

heterogeneity of nursing students, it is bénéficiai for the designer to better understand the

students. Vanier Collège is composed of diverse adult leamers. An analysis of the data

obtained from first year nursing student profile sheets showed that approximately 50 %

of students are between 20-30 years of âge, 15 % are maie, and they come ffom a variety

of cultural backgrounds. Richey (1992) describes the adult leamer as " anyone more than

18 years of âge in an instructional situation" (p. 11), whereby placing most nursing

students in the early adulthood stage (18-30 years).

Adult leamers are individuals whose personalities, i.e., values, attitudes, and

beliefs, are influenced by the society within which they live and interact, as well as the

cultural influences surrounding them (Verduin et al. 1986). These influences create adult

individuals with différent personalities who will subsequently have différent needs and

goals in a leaming situation. Educators must consider the important rôles that society and

culture play in order to understand adult leaming (Jarvis (cited in Richey, 1992);

Merriam, 1993). Societal and cultural norms can influence the leaming process; some

cultures may prefer collaborative leaming versus individual leaming (Merriam, 1993).

Vanier Collège nursing students reflect our society's cultural diversity. These

adult students have diverse personalities and leaming needs which should be considered

when designing the instmction. The area of language is of particular interest. Nursing

students are saturated with so much unfamiliar nursing terminology that having to deal

with English vocabulary that is imique to the American culture may be an unnecessary

stressor. Educators should try to use vocabulary that is not culturally biased (Klisch,

1994).
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What motivâtes adults to seek new leaming expériences? Shipp & MacKenzie's

study (cited in Richey, 1992) identified variables that differentiated active adult leamers

from the non-leamers as being a) âge, b) income, c) éducation, d) occupational status.

They found active leamers to be younger, more affluent, better educated, and held better

occupations. Is the motivation for leaming intrinsic or extrinsic? Denton (cited in

Verduin et al. 1986) suggests five reasons that motivate adult leamers: 1. To préparé for

a new job; 2. To seek social relationships; 3. Leaming solely for leaming's sake; 4.

Boredom and/or the need for stimulation; 5. Altmism (to help soeiety). While some adult

leamers may need to engage in eontinuing éducation in order to find employment, other

leamers may simply want to acquire new knowledge for their own self-fulfilment needs.

The adult under âge 50 usually goes back to school to train/study for a job, while

the older adulfs focus will probably be on leisure activities (Verduin et al. 1986).

Verduin et al. (1986) also identified the adult as " a volimtary part-time student who is

generally employed flill time and who pays for his or her own way in schooling" (p. 14).

Student profile sheets and informai polling of Vanier College's nursing students revealed

that many are full-time students with part-time jobs, with some working as many as

24-30 hours per week. Some students also bave families, e.g., single parent, self

supporting, extended or nuclear families, who rely on this income. They work out of

necessity and some cannot reduce their commitment. This implies that these students vvill

probably bave less time to study or to préparé for their clinical stage. Therefore, in order

to succeed, they must bave efficient time management and organizational skills.

Physiologically, as the adult âges, both auditory and visual acuity begin to

diminish, reaction time is slower, there is a graduai réduction in energy level, and there

is an increased incidence of health problems (Long, 1990; Verduin et al. 1986). Any

combination of these variables can contribute to the failure of the leaming situation.

However, the physiological changes are counterbalanced by certain psychosocial
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variables which tend to increase or strengthen with âge. Examples of such variables are

a) stronger cognitive abilities, b) positiveness about oneself, c) the level of self esteem

(Verduin et a/. 1986). Some adults may be hésitant to enroll in continuing éducation

because they think they are too old to leam and/or are not as intelligent as their younger

counterparts. Although information processing (i.e., short and long term memory, storage

and retrieval) may be âge dépendent, there are certain aspects of intelligence that are not

dépendent on physiology (Merriam, 1993; Richey, 1992). As fluid intelligence, or the

neurophysiological aspect, decreases with âge, erystallized intelligence, or the

experiential and cultural aspect, increases with âge (Richey, 1992).

Aceording to Piagefs Phases of Cognitive Development (Long, 1990), adults are

in the formai opérations stage of cognition, therefore, should be abstract thinkers.

However, Long (1990) argues that cognitive development is not always âge dépendent,

therefore, educators cannot assume that ail adult leamers are abstract thinkers. Long

(1990) notes that leaming is a cognitive process influenced by a) the leamer's prior

knowledge, b) the leamer's attitudes and beliefs toward the content, c) the physical and

psychological states of the leamer. Long secs an adult's personality, i.e., attitudes,

beliefs, and values, as an influence on his leaming, or lack of. As a person âges, attitudes

stabilize resulting in the adult who is "set in his ways" (Richey, 1992). An adult's

expériences, i.e., the quantity, quality, and organization of, are what séparâtes him ffom

the pre adult (Long, 1990; Merriam, 1993; Richey, 1992; Verduin et al. 1986). As the

adult âges, he acquires more experience and develops more knowledge, ail of which help

him in new leaming expériences. Life expériences become the stimulus to pursue

continuing éducation, as supported by Aslanian & BrickeH's study (cited in Richey,

1992), whieh found that most adults sought new leaming situations in response to

particular life events, such as marriage, job changes, and retirement. Knowles (cited in

Verduin et al. 1986) notes that as a person matures his growing number of expériences

become a resource for leaming, and he becomes more self-directed (Merriam, 1993).
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Pragmatic reasons and économie value are usually what propel adults to engage in what

is usually volvmtary continuing éducation, therefore, they want to see the relevance of

their leaming, or immédiate application of knowledge, and prefer not wasting time

(Verduin et al. 1986).

7.2 The content

A SLV of interest for the exercise is that of the cognitive domain. Fluids &

Electrolytes (F&E) involves leaming basic facts and understanding certain concepts

which are essential for problem solving. Since information processing may be âge

dépendent, the instmctional exercise should guide the leamer's attention and provide

reinforcement for his leaming. This can be accomplished by sequencing the content in

a hierarchical manner and by providing correct answers to incorrectly answered

questions. These techniques, together \vith rehearsal, can help the leamer organize and

store content in long term memory. The exercise should also promote understanding.

Students should be given the opportunity to apply their F&E knowledge, or use it to

solve nursing problems. The exercise should reinforce their reading/listening skills and

help them develop their critical thinking skills, such as analysis, logic, and application.

7.3 The environment

The setting for the exercise is a collège classroom. Since the stmctural layout of

the instmction is fixed, i.e., an amphithéâtre where desks and chairs cannot be moved,

one should creatively design instmction that works best within the confines of that

structure. Compétition level is a TLV that can influence the instmctional climate.

Although compétition among students can be healthy and stimulating, it can be

detrimental if students focus more on the compétitive nature of the exercise than the

leaming experience. One must be careful when including reward Systems. They can
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either act as student motivators, contributing to the positive climate of the exercise, or

increase the compétition level at the expense of leaming. Participant characteristics,

specifically teacher characteristics such as personality and expérience, can lead to

unfavorable interactions, such as favoritism, formality, and friction, between participants

(leamer-leamer, teacher-leamer) affecting leaming achievement (Richey, 1986).

7.4 The delivery

The exercise covers content from one single lesson, thus making its scope a

microstructure, and utilizes the instmction of a group. Tactics the facilitator, or teacher,

can use to secure the leamer's attention are: prompts to secure responses, répétition of

content to facilitate storage and retrieval, and encouragement. Content will be organized

in a hierarchical sequence following Gagné's Taxonomy of Leaming Outcomes (Driscoll,

1994). Even though Gagné is a cognitive psychologist, this research will be using bis

taxonomy within a constmctivist paradigm. The exercise begins with verbal information,

or recall of facts, progressing to the intellectual skill of problem- solving.

To summarize, Richey's four clusters of interactive variables will aid in

designing the instmetional exercise. Ideally, the exercise should be designed to

accommodate and capitalize on the adult leamer's unique characteristics. However, one

cannot generalize that ail adults possess the same characteristics generally, and leaming

styles specifically. Therefore, a combination of différent teaching methods allows that

most students' needs can be met.

8. RESEARCH QUESTION

Fluids & Electrolytes is a lecture nursing students have difficulty understanding

because there are many facts and concepts one needs to understand and remember before
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one can apply this knowledge to real life situations. Some examples of these facts and

concepts are; 1. The blood's electrolyte values; 2. The electrolyte distribution in the

body's fluid compartments; 3. The concept of osmosis; 4. The varions pressure Systems;

5. The différent types of F&E imbalances and their symptoms. Students become

bewildered and confused when the newly presented information, or in other words, the

construction and understanding of these concepts, has to be applied to real life situations.

The F&E lecture is divided into one three-hour class with a subséquent two-hour

class a few weeks later. The first time this researcher, in the capacity of a teacher, taught

the lecture, the first hour was dedicated to reviewing the previously completed leaming

module, about two and one half hours were allocated to the lecture présentation of new

content, one half hour was used reviewing one earlier presented nursing situation, and

the remaining hour was utilized as a général review. This format appeared to be

ineffective, because students still appeared to be overwhelmed by the extensive

knowledge content, and although they had the content before them, the majority of

students still had difficulty with its application in subséquent nursing situations.

The same format was followed the second year the lecture was taught, but to

make the final one hour review more motivating, an altemate teaching strategy was used

in which an exercise in the form of a Jeopardy-type game was designed. Student

participation was optional. A sériés of about 80 questions was compiled in which

questions were mostly those of knowledge recall, i.e., stating previously leamed facts,

with only a few of knowledge application. Questions were answered both on an

individual basis and on a team basis. When students were unable to answer a question,

they were prompted and cued by the teacher to help them work through the answer. The

exercise included a very short debriefmg or reflection period at the end. The process of

debriefmg allowed students the opportunity to reflect on the activity, but also provided

the teacher with feedback regarding the efficacy of the exercise. Student response was
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quite positive and the majority of students participated willingly.

Based on the nature of the leaming problem and student feedback from the first

génération exercise, a second génération instructional exercise was developed. Since this

second génération exercise is the basis for this research, the research statement is as

foliows;

Designing and evaluating an instructional exercise as

a supplément to the Fluids & Electrolytes lecture.



CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

This chapter discusses the method chosen for this research then outlines and

explains this research's methodology. Although numerous ID procédural models already

exist, no single model fits the spécifie situation of designing a game within a

constructivist paradigm, as proposed in this research. ID models are usually adaptations

of the generic ID model (Seels & Glasgow, 1990) which has five main steps: 1. Analysis;

2. Design; 3. Development; 4. Implementation; 5. Evaluation. This research's

methodology for the design and implementation of the instructional exercise has been

constructed using the five steps in this generic model. A concept map depicting this

methodology is presented in Figure 1. Bach step of this methodology will be discussed

in détail. This chapter will demonstrate how the goals of the instructional exercise

emerged from the identification of the educational needs. It examines each step of the

design process and the interrelatedness of the exercise format and the exercise

development. It then examines how the methodological tools for data collection were

developed and how they relate to the design évaluation. Finally, it will demonstrate how

the exercise was implemented and the design évaluation was obtained. Data analysis is

discussed in Chapter four.

1. METHOD

Searching ERIC for joumals on instructional materials led to the discovery of ID.

Further research into ID led to the added discovery of the constructivist ID model. It was

upon further exploration of ID, i.e., the theory, conceptual model, and methodology,

together with constructivist philosophy that led to the adoption of a constructivist ID

model for the design of the instructional exercise.
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Although the theory behind ID appears to be objectivist in nature (Cooper, 1993),

it is not necessarily incompatible with constructivist philosophy. Jonassen (1994) states

the "best designers are those who select, use, adapt, massage, or otherwise apply

attributes and components of différent models, stratégies and tactics" (p. 37). One could

use a constructivist approach to design an exercise that will meet the instructional needs

of the F«&E course in the nursing program. Wilson (1995) describes a situated

instructional design, which is seen as "an approach that incorporâtes a constructivist,

situated view of leaming and expertise, while at the same time viewing the ID process

itself in situated terms" (p. 649). Situated ID is based on situated cognition that

incorporâtes elements of cognition, informai leaming, authentic leaming expériences,

and cultural influences.

Schwandt (cited in Denzin & Lincoln (Eds.), 1994) sees constmctivism as a sort

of path that guides individual students in the direction that is of interest to them.

Therefore, différent students might take différent paths, depending on their leaming

needs. Constmctivist ideas only support where to look, or which path to take, rather than

tell what to see. This means that not every student will see the same thing. Depending

on the studenf s individual character, i.e., prior knowledge and past expériences, he will

obtain différent outcomes from the same experience, hence, constmct his own reality.

Each person sees the same experience from his own personal viewpoint and interprets

it through his own eyes, therefore, each reality is unique, différent, and one as

meaningful as the other.

Process is a very important facet of the exercise. The leaming/thinking process

that students use during the exercise is as important as the end product or outcome.

Although students will gain knowledge as an end product, the process of leaming how

to obtain that knowledge is important as well. What students do with that knowledge is

equally important, hopefiilly actively integrate it into their existing knowledge. Since
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process and knowledge construction are two important aspects of leaming, teachers act

as much as facilitators of the process as communicators of spécifie content (Denzin &

Lincoln, 1994).

Zahorik (1995) classifies the implementation of the instructional exercise as an

"application" type of constructivist teaching. In this type of teaching the goal or outcome

is convergent in nature, i.e., the activity has one or more known outcomes, and the

exercise is organized in a logical way, i.e., knowledge recall précédés problem-solving.

In this type of constructivist teaching, the sequence of leaming begins with an activation

of prior knowledge, or recall of previously leamed F&E knowledge, followed by

activities that engage the leamer in the understanding and application of knowledge, or

problem-solving. This is concluded with a debriefing, or reflection on what they bave

leamed (Zahorik, 1995).

2. PROBLEM ANALYSIS / IDENTIFY THE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS

Examination of this research's methodology shows that an analysis of the

problem situation leads to the identification of the educational needs. These needs have

been identified as a) knowledge, b)understanding of and use of knowledge, c) problem

solving. As already stated in Chapter one, first year nursing students were having

difficulty both recalling previously leamed content of the F&E class, and with the

understanding and application of this new and unfamiliar content. To begin with,

following the end of the first class students doubted their ability to successfully

remember ail these new facts and concepts. Next, many students still had difficulty

understanding certain concepts (e.g., osmosis, osmotic pressure, hydrostatic pressure)

and questioned their ability in applying this content in real life situations. Although they

were given a case study similar to a real life situation that was to be completed

independently and then later reviewed in class, they still felt they lacked the ability or
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expertise to successfully use this knowledge in the clinical setting. It was apparent that

they needed an exercise that would address these issues. Since lecturing alone was not

meeting their needs, it appeared appropriate to supplément this traditional teaching

method with an altemate teaching method. Gaming was the method chosen to achieve

this goal.

3. SELECT THE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

ID methodology states that the identification of the educational needs is followed

by the identification of the instructional goals. However, in this research's methodology

it is followed by the sélection of the instructional strategy i.e., gaming. A first génération

exercise had been developed and implemented (Appendix A). Unfortunately, at that time

this researcher's inexpérience with regards to both teaching and research led to the

development of a Jeopardy-type game based solely on "intuition and instinct" instead of

research. Questions from the first génération exercise were mostly of the knowledge type

with only a couple being of the application type. The only educational need it met was

that of "knowledge recall". The exercise did however include a very short debriefing at

the end of the exercise where students were able to discuss their feelings regarding the

experience. Following the debriefing, each student was given an index card where they

were asked to write a "discovery" statement, i.e., "What did you discover about

yourself?", and an "intention" statement, i.e., "Based on this discovery, what do you

intend to do." An analysis of the student feedback obtained from the index cards

following the implementation of the first génération exercise will be discussed in

Chapter four.

4. IDENTIFY THE INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS

Since student response to the first génération exercise was very positive, the
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concept of gaming as a teaching strategy was retained, but the structure and the content

of the game would require some modifications if it was to encompass ail the educational

needs. An extensive review of the literature led to the discovery of ID and

constructivism. It became évident that ID would be used to construct the second

génération exercise. However, the educational needs of understanding and problem-

solving elearly reflected constructivist philosophy. Therefore, instructional goals for the

second génération exercise were derived using the theoretical foundation of ID,

constructivist philosophy, eind student feedback from the first génération exercise.

4.1 Instructional goals of the second génération exercise

1. Provide students with both an altemate teaching method and a creative format,

in the form of a game, to recall the F&E knowledge content. Kuhn (1995) suggests that

gaming adds novelty to the leaming situation allowing students to be more attentive.

Games encourage creative behavior and divergent thought in students (Fuszard, 1989).

Richey (1986) sees ID as a creative science where the designing of an activity is both

rule dépendent, as well as having a creative facet.

2. Help students recall the F&E knowledge from the previous class and help them

understand, integrate, and apply the knowledge through the use of problem-solving. The

theoretical foundation of ID is based on a combination of théories from other disciplines

(Richey, 1986). Cognitive théories and Gestalt theory form part of ID's theoretical

framework. Gestalt theory emphasizes the rôle of understanding, problem solving, and

creativity (Richey, 1986). The cognitivist view in promoting rétention of leamed material

is of particular importance. The emphasis is on spécifie techniques for storage and

retrieval of information or knowledge. Wilson (1995) states that leamers using their

knowledge to problem-solve is an important function of an "effective creative design",

and that ID needs to give priority to problem-solving, allowing students to make sense
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of and understanding the material. The constructivist views leaming as problem-solving

(Seels, 1989). Games reinforce présent knowledge and promote problem-solving

(Fuszard, 1989). Games are a means of providing a review of material while creating a

pleasant atmosphère, thereby enhancing leaming and rétention (Kuhn, 1995).

3. Help students become aware of their F«feE knowledge and the leaming/thinking

process used to answer the questions in the case studies, i.e. metacognition. The

constmctivist views the instmctional exercise as a vehicle for providing the leamer with

the opportunity to become an active leamer, self-regulating and reflective (Seels, 1989),

or in attaining insightful behaviors (Gestalt theory). Schwandt (cited in Denzin &

Lincoln (Eds.), 1994) says that "we continually test and modify these constmctions in

the light of new experience" (p. 126). Knowledge that one gains is not absolute; the

process of leaming is continually modifîed as one gains new knowledge or insight. It is

important not to let that knowledge stagnate; what is donc with it is equally important.

If one builds or constmcts one's own unique reality, then as part of experiential leaming,

the debriefmg time at the end of the exercise would provide students with the time and

opportunity to process the activity and discover what they have constmcted. Students

collectively discuss their versions of reality among the group as a whole, and in the

process, add a multidimensional quality to their expériences or realities, i.e., the social

context of leaming. This process of reflection adds depth to each studenf s unique reality.

The exercise should, and does, encourage the leamer's development of metacognitive

knowledge or, "leaming howto leam" (Wilson, 1995). Li (1993) cites the importance of

metacognition in académie leaming in that "metacognition distinguishes an expert

problem-solver ffom a novice" (p. 2). This researcher believes that gaming helps students

become aware of both what they know thereby increasing their level of self esteem, and

what they need to leam by providing immédiate feedback, a process which is well suited

to adult leamers.
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4. Demonstrate that leaming can be motivating. Gaming as a teaching strategy

stimulâtes interest in a topic as well as increases the students' motivation to leam

(DeYoung, 1990; Sisson & Becker, 1988). Games allow leamers to see the relevance of

the knowledge content to real life situations and "allows leamers to relate content

directly to their work situations" (Walljasper, 1982, p. 15). Wilson (1995) sees an

advantage of situated ID as "more acknowledgment of social and motivational factors

in leaming" (p. 658). Wilson's (1995) criterion for an effective creative design is the

leamer's motivation; he must be able to see the value and relevance of the instmction.

Relevance of the instmction is what pragmatic adult leamers seek. Participation in the

exercise should help students review the content, whieh in tum should help them préparé

for their exam. Since knowledge applieation is a goal of the exercise, "playing" the game

would provide students with the opportunity a) to préparé for the exam and provide

practice for their clinical stages, b) for application of the content using case studies.

5. To encourage collaboration among students. Games stimulate the leamer's

involvement, promote team work and collaboration among participants (Kuhn, 1995),

and encourage interaction among leamers (Sisson & Becker, 1988; Walljasper, 1982).

When the game involves team work, members of one team must leam how to cooperate

and collaborate in order to win.

The instmctional goals are consistent with constmctivist conditions for leaming.

The use of a game, in conjunction with the lecture, provides the leamer with a différent

mode of représentation. It provides the leamer with the same content but presented in a

différent context. The goal "allow for understanding and application of knowledge" is

achieved by providing the leamer with the opportunity to solve problems within a

constmctivist leaming environment, one that incorporâtes authentic activity through the

use of simulated real life nursing situations. This environment is provided in the team

portion of the exercise. The goal of "metacognition" corresponds to the constmetivist
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leaming condition of "nurturing reflexivity", or helping the leamer develop an awareness

of his thinking process. Encouraging collaboration during the team portion of the

exercise is an important aspect of the exercise. The debriefing allows students the

opportunity to share ideas and to compare their realities. Constructivist leaming

conditions include providing for social negotiation (i.e., collaboration and debriefing)

where the leamer can converse with other leamers specifically to share his reality, and

then compare his reality with the other leamers' perspectives, thereby modifying his own

reality.

The exercise's goals correspond with the Vanier Collège Nursing program's

terminal objectives. There are three objectives of particular interest: 1. To apply

knowledge of nursing as well as the knowledge of the relevant sciences and humanities;

2. To demonstrate the use of the nursing process utilizing the Roy model of adaptation;

3. To practice nursing in collaboration with the multidisciplinary health team.

The second génération exercise was designed to help students apply their

knowledge of F&E in nursing situations. Nurses détermine the type or kind of nursing

care given to their clients via the use of the nursing process. The nursing process is a

logical approach to meeting the client's needs and is accomplished via a four-step

process: 1. Assessment; 2. Planning; 3. Nursing intervention; 4. Evaluation (Taber's

Médical Dictionary, 1989). The nurse begins by carefully assessing the client's présent

status, i.e. an analysis of the blood values (i.e., electrolytes and hematocrit) and the fluid

volume status. Based on this assessment, the nurse then devises a plan of care, i.e., an

application and synthesis of knowledge, then carries out that plan of care, and lastly,

évaluâtes that care. The exercise provides students with case studies within which they

have the opportunity to practice the nursing process. The exercise also fosters

collaboration among students during the team portion, encouraging students to discuss

ideas or solutions to a problem. Ail this is préparation for their nursing practice, where
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they will be interacting with the multidisciplinary health team.

5. DESIGN AND DEVELOP THE EXERCISE

The second génération exercise was only constructed once the instructional goals

were estahlished. This process included developing the format for the game, i.e., the

numher of players, the rules, and the time frame, and designing the game, i.e.,

formulating the questions. Since a change in the design may lead to a change in the

format and vice versa, these two steps were developed concurrently. For example, the

rules for the team portion of the exercise were developed at the same time as the case

studies were developed.

The exercise was to he used as a replacement for the final one hour review.

However, as previously mentioned, since the goal of the exercise was more than just

knowledge recall, the one hour time frame was now insufficient to account for these

extra facets and was extended to two hours. This extra time provided the designer with

more flexihility with regards to time frame so as to develop an exercise that could meet

ail the goals. Students were not given any prior notice for this activity, nor were they

allowed to use their notes or hooks for the duration of the exercise. Essentially, this was

to he a "surprise" quiz. The purpose was to recall information from their long term

memory versus searching for and fmding the information in their notes or hooks. Since

understanding was a major theme throughout the exercise, this researeher thinks simply

fmding the answer in their hooks neither promotes understanding nor does it stimulate

the thinking process.

As previously mentioned, the first génération exercise was composed of mostly

knowledge recall type questions (see Appendix A). Unfortunately, this format (of recall)

does not allow for understanding, application, and prohlem-solving (Driscoll, 1995;
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Gredler, 1992). Therefore, the first génération game was modified to include two

independent application type questions and two case studies, or simulated nursing

situations. A simulation is a working représentation of reality (Jaques, 1995). The case

studies were descriptions of brief nursing situations similar to what they might encounter

in real life situations during the course of their clinical stages. Tennyson & Rasch (1988)

propose that 25 % of teaching time be allocated to the acquisition of "contextual

knowledge" where students leam "when and why" to use spécifie rules, concepts, and

principles. Using problem-oriented simulations like the case studies helps the leamer "to

improve the organization and accessibility of information within a knowledge base by

presenting problems that require the student to search through his memory to locate and

retrieve the appropriate knowledge to propose a solution" (Tennyson & Rasch, 1988, p.

378).

The second génération game now consisted of two main parts, that of knowledge

recall and that of case studies. Problem-solving was the method chosen to approach the

case studies. Understanding of knowledge content is présent and reinforced throughout

the exercise. Success in solving the case studies is dépendent upon the leamer's ability

to effectively recall and understand knowledge content (Driscoll, 1994) making

knowledge recall a prerequisite for problem-solving.

As previously stated, the second génération exercise is a Jeopardy-type game, a

copy of which is included in Appendix B. The exercise employs two techniques for

answering the questions: 1. An individual basis for the recall-type questions; 2. A team

basis for the case studies. A volunteer is recruited to be scorekeeper and whose duty it

will be to keep a tally of the teams' scores. The class is then randomly divided into two

teams. Students are then asked to name their teams for the purpose of identification. In

choosing a name, students may get a sense of belonging to "their" team versus "team A"

or "team B". Simultaneously, it gives birth to the beginning of the collaborative process.
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Students are then asked to choose a "spokesperson" for their team. The main flinction

of this spokesperson is to ensure that only one response is given during the team portion

of the exercise. During the team portion of the first génération exercise, students yelled

out their answers without consulting with the members of their team. Team members

became frustrated and angry when these answers were incorrect. To avoid a répétition

of this occurrence, the rôle of spokesperson was created.

In the individual portion of the game, students are assigned ten points for

correctiy answering questions with one response. Questions that have multiple answers

are assigned five points for every correct response. In the team portion of the game,

correct answers are assigned 20 points for single response questions, £ind five points for

each correct answer to questions with multiple responses. No one will be penalized for

not responding or responding incorrectly, as this could lead to student frustration

(Gredler, 1992). The team with the highest score at the end of the game is declared the

winner and wins a prize. The use of prizes acknowledges the team's accomplishment and

is an important part of gaming (Resko & Chorba, 1992). However, so as not to label any

team the "loser", a consolation prize will also be awarded.

5.1 Individual portion

Many of the questions of this portion of the second génération exercise were

retained ffom the first génération exercise. Questions in this portion are to be answered

on an individual basis in order to give every student, especially the shyer ones, an

opportxmity to participate. If ail the questions of the game were answered on a team

basis, the shyer students might either be too embarrassed or might feel intimidated by the

more assertive students to contribute to the problem-solving process. This would reduce

their experience to that of an observer instead of a participant.
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In the first génération exercise, each student was given a question to answer from

a list of about 80 questions. It must be noted that students were not given prior notice of

the activity, therefore, were not able to préparé or study. However, students did in fact

do some preparatory work by independently completing the leaming module prior to the

first class and by answering the questions to a case study, which was included in their

course manual, before the second class. To promote knowledge recall, the questions were

phrased in sueh a way that they became descriptions of the answer. Students were then

asked to merely "recognize" the answer versus generating a définition. For example, the

question "This term measures the acidity or alkalinity of a fluid" is a définition of the

term "pH". Asking the students to defme the term pH would have been more difficult

than asking them to simply recognize it (Driscoll, 1994). Both asking students to define

a term and asking them to recognize it promote knowledge recall or retrieval (Driscoll,

1994). However, elaborating or generating an answer would require students to have

studied the content, while récognition would not. Although this statement is not

supported by référencés, it is this researeher's opinion that participating in the exercise

"unprepared" not only stimulâtes the thinking process, but also promûtes positive self-

esteem and prevents test anxiety.

The first génération exercise consisted of students answering an assigned

question. Since students did not have any "choice" in which question to answer, it could

have been a potential source of stress. Thus, following the Jeopardy-type format, the

questions for the first half of the second génération exercise were divided into four

catégories: 1. Behaviors, or signs and symptoms; 2. Electrolytes / mechanisms; 3. Fluid

/ pressures; 4. Stimuli (or causes) / nursing interventions. Students would be asked to

choose ffom one of the four catégories, where they would be given a random question.

In this scénario, students have some control over choosing a category they feel more

comfortable with. This in tum might serve to boost their self confidence, thereby

increasing their chances of success. Forty-four questions ffom the first génération
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exercise were retained for this second génération exercise. This number corresponded

to the number of students in the class, thus allowing each student the opportunity to

answer at ieast one question.

5.2 Team portion

In order to allow both for better understanding of the knowledge content and its

usage and application, two independent questions and two case studies were added to the

second half of the second génération exercise. The two independent questions are ones

in which students are required to use their understanding of the knowledge content

before they could apply it to a particular situation to arrive at a correct answer. For

example, let us examine the following independent question: "People drinking only

water during fasts are at a risk for developing which type of fluid imbalance? Explain

why." Based on their prior knowledge from the first class, students know there are two

types of fluid imbalances, i.e., an isotonic and an osmolar imbalance. To which one of

these types of fluid imbalance does the question refer? In order to identify which of the

two imbalances is the correct answer, they must first defme each type of imbalance, i.e.

an isotonic imbalance occurs when there is an equal loss of both fluids and electrolytes,

whereas an osmolar imbalance occurs when there is either a fluid loss/gain or an

electrolyte loss/gain. Recall of this prior knowledge is facilitated by having participated

in the first half of the exercise, which had already reviewed this content. Once they have

successfully recalled the relevant information, they must use it to arrive at a correct

response. In order to solve the problem they must also know that people drinking only

water are replacing only fluids but not electrolytes. These same people however, have

normal isotonic fluid losses, i.e. they are losing both fluids (water) and electrolytes (i.e.

sodium, potassium) through their sweat and urine. Therefore, since they are inciuring

both fluid and electrolyte losses but are replacing only fluids, this places them at risk for

an osmolar imbalance.
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This type of question requires the students to actively recall pertinent knowledge,

have a clear understanding of that knowledge, and then use it to arrive at a correct

response. Similarly, actively using the knowledge allows students to gain a better

understanding of that knowledge. Asking them to explain their answer stimulâtes the

thinking process by encouraging them to use the knowledge to arrive at a logical answer.

This process allows for the intégration versus isolation of this knowledge within a larger

context of related ideas in their memory (Driscoll, 1994). Having to explain the answer

also éliminâtes guessing where students have a 50-50 chance of answering correctly but

not necessarily understanding the answer with regards to its meaning.

These two independent questions provide a review of isotonie and osmolar

imbalances and become a prerequisite for the case studies. The case studies are two brief

nursing situations reflective of real life. These two scénarios could be encountered in any

real life hospital during the course of their clinical stage. The case studies allow students

to see the "whole" versus the fragmented parts, an important élément in constructivist

teaching (Zahorik, 1995). The questions in the case studies are arranged in a sequential

order, or the same order that nurses would utilize to analyze the situation. The sequence

of questions "models" the nursing process that is utilized by both practicing nurses and

students alike in the clinical setting when confronted with this type of situation.

Let us examine the first case study, or that of Mrs. C. The situation includes a

brief history of the patient's presenting symptoms including laboratory results. It must

be noted that students are provided with the ranges of "normal values" since hospitals'

laboratory results forms provide this information for each requested test. In order to

make a nursing diagnosis, one needs to assess/examine the patient's behaviors, or signs

and symptoms. Both the patient's symptoms and laboratory results need to be examined.

We know that Mrs. C. is presenting with shortness of breath, coughing, swollen ankles

and feet, a respiratory rate of 28 breaths per minute, a blood pressure of 190/110, and a
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weight gain of seven pounds. The students must now examine each behavior, including

laboratory results, and décidé whether it is within normal parameters. The students begin

by analyzing the situation and selecting the relevant data. Once this analysis is

completed, they will then attempt to classify the data pertaining to the patient's fluid

status, i.e. whether the patient is exhibiting "fluid volume excess" (FVE) or "fluid

volume déficit" (FVD). Since students have a 50-50 chance of obtaining or guessing the

right answer, the second question asks them to substantiate their answer with an

explanation, i.e. to pick out those behaviors which are consistent with fluid volume

excess. To do this, they must be able to recognize or recall the behaviors consistent with

that particular type of fluid status.

The third question asks them to select those previously identified behaviors that

are early signs of FVE. This question's goal is to stimulate thinking. Students must

access their long term memory of the first class where it was stated that the lungs are the

organs that are most sensitive to FVE. Based on this information, they must then identify

which behaviors support this fmding, i.e., shortness of breath, coughing, and a

respiratory rate of 28 breaths per minute. The situation now states that Mrs. C. has

developed pulmonary edema, or fluid in the interstitial tissue of the lungs. Once the

assessment of behaviors is complété, they must now look for the stimulus, or cause, for

the présence of these behaviors. Similarly, this also stimulâtes the thinking process. They

can either recall this information from their long term memory (of the previous class),

or use problem-solving. They start by asserting that FVE means an increase in fluid

volume, and in tum blood volume. The body's response to the increase in blood volume

is to increase the blood pressure. This rise in blood pressure can resuit in hypertension,

a situation where the blood pressure is above the normal values. Since the body's

hydrostatic pressure is determined by the blood pressure, this implies that the hydrostatic

pressure will also rise. This increase in hydrostatic pressure forces fluid to move out of

the body's capillaries and into the interstitial space (space between the cells of tissues).
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causing edema. This excess fluid causes the ensuing respiratory behaviors. Therefore,

it is Mrs. C.'s hypertension that was the stimulus for her respiratory behaviors. Students

must follow this logical sequence in order to ohtain the correct answer. However, to do

this they must have a clear understanding of the concepts of hydrostatic pressure and

FVE.

The fifth question asks students to classify her degree of FVE, i.e. mild,

moderate, or severe. Again, the normal parameters for each classification are included.

The ahility to answer this question dépends mostly on their mathematical skills. To solve

this, they must first calculate the différence hetween her présent and normal weight

(seven poimds), then calculate the percentage it represents to her normal weight. The

answer is 5 %, which corresponds to a moderate FVE. This process of doing the

calculation allows for collaboration and sharing among group memhers. The process of

sharing one's ideas allows for hetter understanding hoth for those students who know the

answer and for those who do not.

The situation now states that due to a low oxygen saturation reading the doctor

has ordered oxygen therapy for Mrs. C. Students are now asked to identify what final

nursing assessment is required to complété Mrs. C.'s respiratory assessment. In order to

accomplish this task, they need to access their long term memory and recall the

behaviors that relate to the respiratory system. Once again, individually they may not

remember ail the behaviors, but collectively, their chances of recalling most of the

relevant behaviors increase. They vvill identify the missing behavior as the assessment

of breath sounds for crackles. Crackles indicate the presence of fluid or sécrétions in the

respiratory passages.

Following the steps of the nursing process, once the assessment of behaviors /

stimuli is complété and the nursing diagnosis is identified, it is followed by the proposed

plan of care, or nursing interventions. The seventh question asks the students which
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nursing intervention would be appropriate for Mrs. C.'s swollen ankles. Based on their

knowledge of edema, the students will then have to hypothesize which interventions

would best alleviate this edema. They need to know that raising the legs promotes blood

retum to the heart. This avoids the pooling of blood in the vessels of the extremities,

namely the legs, which can lead to edema. Students here are applying their knowledge

to arrive at a correct intervention.

The final question also asks students to list the interventions that should he

planned for Mrs. C.'s total care taking into considération that she was placed on Lasix,

a diuretic, i.e., a médication that increases the sécrétion of urine. Students once again

must activate their long term memory and recall not only information from the previous

class (i.e., effects of Lasix), but understand these efîects as well. They should know that

diuretics increase the sécrétion of urine, thus decreasing the fluid volume in the

circulatory System. However, in addition to the kidney's élimination of fluid, there may

be an associated potassium loss. Accordingly, it is important to monitor the blood's

potassium level. Therefore, interventions should include a) taking daily weights as an

indication of her fluid status, b) monitoring the intake and output to make sure that it is

balanced, i.e. that she is not retaining fluid, c) monitoring her blood pressure, heart rate,

and respiratory rate, as these are indicators of fluid volume status, d) monitoring her

blood potassium level results, to make sure that she is not losing too much potassium as

a resuit of her diuretic therapy.

Solving the case study permits students to see both the whole picture and "how

it is donc", i.e. how a nurse uses the nursing process and problem-solving to arrive at a

plan of care. It shows them exactly where to begin and leads them through the entire

process step by step. Students working together as a group is useful in situations that

require problem-solving (Percival & Ellington, 1988). Although individually students

may not have the answer to the problem, collectively they may have diverse information
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that contributes to solving the problem. It is by conversing among themselves in

discussing possible solutions that they collect ail the necessary information to arrive at

the correct response. These group discussions promote both collaboration as well as

communication (Percival & Ellington, 1988). Students présentations of their

contributions to the discussion both develop their communication skills and build up

their levels of self confidence, or self-esteem (Percival & Ellington, 1988).

5.3 Game format

The game was designed to accommodate 44 players, i.e. the number of students

registered in the class, but can also accommodate as few as five players. This implies that

participants will have the opportunity to answer more than just one question in the

individual portion. The game can also be played on an individual basis, where it can

become a sort of review for the participant. The time allocated for the completion of the

entire exercise was 90 minutes, 60 minutes for the individual portion and 30 minutes for

the team portion. This implies that approximately 90 seconds was allowed for each

question of the individual portion of the exercise. This 90 second time frame comprises

of about 30 seconds within which participants have to respond (Resko & Chorba, 1992),

with the remainder of the time to be used for discussion purposes when the answer is

incorrect. The time limit was arbitrarily chosen but was retained because it had already

been used with adéquate success in the first génération exercise. However, since the first

génération exercise did not include case studies, the 30 minute allotment for this portion

of the game had not been previously tested for its feasibility. The last half hour of the

class was reserved for the debriefmg session (about 20 minutes) and the questionnaires

(about 10 minutes). The rules of the game are outlined in Appendix C
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6. DEVELOP THE DESIGN EVALUATION

Evaluation is defined as " the gathering of information that will assist in the

making of décisions, which will lead to the improvement of the teaching/leaming

transaction" (Seaman & Fellenz, 1989, p. 148). However, a distinction must be made

between évaluation of student leaming, or student assessment, and évaluation of the

effectiveness of the teaching method/design used. Percival & Ellington (1988) define

student assessment as "those activities that are designed to measure leamer achievement

brought about as a resuit of an instructional programme of some sort" (p.l 16) and design

évaluation as "a sériés of activities that is designed to measure the effectiveness of an

instructional system as a whole" {ibid., p. 116). The purpose of this research is not to

evaluate student assessment, or achievement, but rather to evaluate the effectiveness of

the design, or teaching method. However, an assessment of student performance

throughout the exercise is important data for evaluating the effectiveness of the teaching

method. Seaman & Fellenz (1989) identified six important reasons for evaluating

teaching. Of these six, the following four reasons are relevant to the évaluation of this

research's instructional exercise: 1. To improve the instruction through the use of

formative évaluation; 2. To promote individual growth and self évaluation by both

students and teachers; 3. To diagnose future leaming needs; 4. To enhance both students'

and teachers' sense of merit or worth (Seaman & Fellenz, 1989).

Since the exercise is used as an altemate teaching method, it is important to know

whether this method meets ail its proposed instmctional goals. However, it is equally

important to explore both the students' perceptions, opinions, and attitudes regarding the

entire process, as well as the students' performances during the activity. Evaluations are

either formative, conducted during and immediately following the instmction so as to

identify ways of improving the instmction, or summative, conducted at the end of the

instmction to déterminé whether the instmction is worthy of adoption (Briggs,
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Gustafson, & Tillman, 1991). The objectivist ID models focus on the summative

évaluation to prove whether the design works, while constructivist ID models emphasize

formative évaluation because it provides the designer with the most feedback to improve

the instruction (Willis, 1995). In order to make the instruction more efficient and

effective, ongoing monitoring and évaluation of the exercise should be part of the design

process (Percival & Ellington, 1988). Percival & Ellington (1988) further state that

"évaluation of an instructional System should shed light on the appropriateness of the

teaching methods used, the structure adopted, the implementation stratégies, the student

assessment methods, and even the aims and objectives themselves" (p. 130). In other

words, ail aspects of the design process should be examined and evaluated so as to be

able to détermine what needs to be changed in order to improve the instruction.

For assessment purposes, objectivist ID models favor quantitative and objective

data, while constructivist ID models value subjective data that cannot be measured with

multiple choice exams (Willis, 1995). Following constructivist philosophy, assessment

of student performance as part of the design évaluation process must be continually

monitored throughout the exercise versus becoming a separate activity done only at the

end of the exercise (Jonassen, 1991; Wilson, 1995). Data obtained throughout the

exercise regarding student performance is part of the ongoing évaluation of the exercise

design. Student assessment should focus on how students perform during both portions

of the exercise, i.e., in the individual portion and in the team portion. Did the students

perform better in one portion or equally in both? Were the students working well alone

and/or in groups? Were the case studies too easy or too difficult? These are questions

that provide insight regarding student performance within the exercise, important data

to evaluate the effectiveness of the exercise design.

Objectivist criteria for évaluation of a given study or methodological tool include

internai and extemal validity, reliability, and objectivity (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).
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However, constructivists believe that constructivist inquiry cannot be evaluated using

traditional objectivist criteria. Instead, they should be replaced with two altemate criteria:

1. Trustworthiness, which includes credibility, transferability, dependability, and

confirmability; 2. Authenticity, which includes ontological/educative/catalytic/tactical

authenticity (Denzin & Lincoln (Eds.), 1994; Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Since this research

is constructivist in nature, its évaluation follows constructivist criteria and is discussed

in section six of Chapter four.

Evaluation of the exercise design was not based exclusively on one method of

data collection, but rather several methods. This research used the methodological

triangulation approach to collect the data necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of the

design. Triangulation reduces the risk of obtaining biased or incorrect data due to a

spécifie method, and in addition, allows the researcher to gain a better assessment of the

validity of the conclusions derived ffom the research (Maxwell, 1996). Triangulation

ensures that an item of information is verified by at least two sources, thereby making

the results and their interprétation more crédible (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The différent

data collection methods utilized were a) a debriefing, b) a student self-assessment

questionnaire, c) a student général questionnaire, d) a user design évaluation.

When designing questionnaires. Polit & Hungler (1991) suggest the use of both

open-ended and closed-ended questions in order to offset the strengths and weaknesses

of each type of question. This led to the development of both the student self-assessment

questionnaire, composed of open-ended questions, and the student général questionnaire

which is composed of closed-ended questions. Qualitative data collected fi-om the student

self-assessment questionnaires is supported by the descriptive quantitative data obtained

ffom the student questionnaires.
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6.1 Thedebriefing

Debriefïng is a technique used in experiential leaming. It is a short activity done

immediately following the end of the exercise. Its purpose is to provide students with the

opportunity to process or reflect on what transpired during the exercise. This debriefïng

period not only allows students to reflect on their expériences and the leaming process

(understanding), but also provides them with the opportunity to share these reflections

with their classmates, i.e. the social negotiation aspect of constructivist leaming. The

debriefïng yields valuable qualitative data regarding students' thoughts and feelings

toward the exereise, reflections of their own leaming process, events identified during

the exercise, and their aptitude/confidence level in knowledge application and problem-

solving.

Thiagarajan (1995) has identified six phases of the debriefing process. The first

phase addresses the question "How do you feel?" which is meant to explore participants'

feelings toward the exercise and events that occurred within the exercise. The rôle of the

teacher, or facilitator, is to be non judgmental and create an atmosphère of tmst and

safety so as to encourage participants to share their feelings (Gredler, 1992; Thiagarajan,

1995). During the second phase "What happened?", participants are encouraged to

discuss the différent events that transpired during the exercise. The third phase addresses

the issue "What did you leam?" which explores testing of différent hypothèses. The

fourth phase "How does this relate to the real world?" stimulâtes a discussion of the

exercise's relevance to the participants' real world. The last two phases "What if?" and

"What next?" are meant to encourage participants to apply their insights and come up

with stratégies both for their workplace and for the exercise.

The debriefïng guide (see Appendix D) was constmcted using literature from

Gredler (1992) and Thiagarajan (1995) and consists of nine open-ended questions. The

first question "What was the purpose of the exercise?" encourages participants to reflect
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on the reasons for the exercise, i.e., the instructional goals. This question was chosen

partly because it allows them to understand the nature of the activity, but also because

it begins the discussion with a non threatening question (Gredler, 1992). The second

question "How do you feel about the experience?" explores the experiential aspect of the

leaming experience, or their feelings and perceptions toward the exercise. The third and

fourth questions "How did you feel while playing the game?" and "What happened

during the exercise?" also pertain to experiential leaming. The goal is for participants to

reflect on, express, and discuss their perceptions (thoughts and feelings) about the

exercise itself and the leaming process. It is vital that the facilitator remain non

judgmental and be sensitive to their feelings (Gredler, 1992). Since perceptions change

from person to person, it is important that everyone be given the opportunity to express

their perceptions and share them with each other. This is directly linked to the

instmctional goal of metacognition, where students will gain an awareness of what they

know, how they feel, and of the leaming process itself.

The fifth question "What happened within your group during the team

questions?" also explores their perceptions and the subséquent awareness of these

perceptions. However, these are perceptions regarding the collaborative effort within the

team portion of the exercise and correspond well to the instmctional goal of

collaboration, or the social factors in leaming. Through discussion of their perceptions

in the group, they are both developing an awareness of these factors and sharing them

with the entire group. The sixth question "What did you leam ffom this experience?"

also reflects the participant's metacognitive process. The seventh question "How does

this experience compare to real life situations or to the real world?" explores the

relevance of the activity. Seeing the relevance of the instmction is partly what motivâtes

students to leam. The issue of relevance is further explored in the last two questions

"Were there any benefits to this experience?" and "What would you change to make this

experience better?" These questions are linked with the instmctional goal of motivation.
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i.e. the relevance of instruction. Perceived benefits derived from the exercise may

motivate the leamer to participate more in this type of leaming activity. Obtaining the

participants' inputs in making changes for improvement of the instruction is a crucial

part of the évaluation process.

Shy students who may not participate in the dehriefing should he provided with

an equal opportunity to process the experience. This premise led to the development of

the student self-assessment questionnaire and the student général questiormaire.

However, since these tools also allow further processing, they were given to ail students.

The student self-assessment questionnaire was constructed using literature ffom Seaman

and Fellenz (1989) who state that "The leamer doing an insightflil joh of self-evaluation

is a leamer well on his way to taking charge of his or her own leaming and growth." (p.

154). Furthermore, reflection of acquired knowledge can reinforce leaming and stimulate

motivation to acquire more knowledge (Seaman & Fellenz, 1989).

6.2 The student self-assessment questionnaire

As shown in Appendix E, the student self- assessment questiormaire consisted

of five short answer questions with a space provided for the free expression of

comments. The questions used were of the open-ended type where the first part is a

statement followed hy a space for the students' responses. This type of question was

chosen hecause it invites students to explore and freely elahorate their thoughts and

feelings (Polit & Hungler, 1991; Sproull, 1988). Since the purpose of this tool is

reflection, the questions should promote participants' reflections. In doing so, they

develop an awareness of their feelings, events, and the thinking process which leads

them to see the relevance of the instmction. The space provided for général comments

gives participants the opportunity to freely express any other thoughts or opinions

without direction from the researcher (Percival & Ellington, 1988; Sproull, 1988). This
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self-assessment questionnaire is linked to the instructional goals of metacognition and

motivation.

6.3 The student général questionnaire

The student général questionnaire (see Appendix F) is a structured questionnaire

that mostly measures students' attitudes and perceptions toward the exercise. Its

usefulness in evaluating the effectiveness of the teaching method is by evaluating hoth

goal attainment, more speeifically knowledge recall, understanding, and problem-

solving, as well as the logistics of the design. This method for data collection was chosen

because it is fast, efficient, and easy to administer and to analyze (Polit & Hungler, 1991;

Sproull, 1988). No existing questionnaire meeting this research's spécifications was

found in the literature, therefore, one was constructed using Polit & Hungler (1991) and

Sproull (1988). Each question of the questionnaire was designed hoth to correspond to

and to provide feedhaek regarding the instructional goals, and information regarding the

logistics of the design. The spécifie response format chosen was that of the Likert Scale

because it is an attitude measurement instrument (Percival & Ellington, 1988). Although

there is much debate regarding the number of response altematives to use (ranging ffom

4-7) this researcher opted four responses. The 4-point scale, ranging from strongly agree

to strongly disagree, had no neutral altemative for undecided respondents. Omitting the

"imdecided" altemative prompts respondents to choose a response instead of fence-

sitting (Percival & Ellington, 1988; Polit & Hungler, 1991). However, it must be noted

that non response to a statement must be scored as though a neutral response had been

chosen (Polit & Hungler, 1991).

The 14 questions were designed to ohtain data regarding students' attitudes and

opinions with respect to ail the instructional goals. The first question pertains to the

participant's opinion regarding the format of the exercise, i.e., that of gaming, and which
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could provide motivation for leaming. Questions 2, 5, and 10 yield data regarding the

participant's opinion on motivation, or the relevance of the instruction. Questions 3, 4,

and 5 explore opinions or attitudes with regards to the goal of knowledge recall,

understanding, and problem-solving. Questions 6 and 9 yield attitudes regarding

metacognition and reflection. Questions 7 and 8 correspond to the goal of collaboration

or social negotiation. The last four questions were added to provide the researcher with

data regarding the rôle of the teacher and the organization and duration of the exercise,

which is valuable data regarding the design of the exercise.

6.3.1 Ethics

As previously mentioned, the student self-assessment questionnaire and the

student général questionnaire were specifically chosen because they were easy to

administer, fast to respond to, and obtained data ffom ail the participants. However, since

the students were participating in a research study certain ethical issues demanded

considération, e.g., the right to fiill disclosure, the right to self-determination, and the

right to privacy. Approval from the Ethics Committees of both Vanier Collège and the

University of Sherbrooke was obtained for this research. As requested from the Ethics

Committee, participants were given an informed consent to sign prior to engaging in any

post exercise activity, such as the debriefmg or the questionnaires. The consent form in

Appendix G a) states the purpose of the study, i.e. évaluation of the instructional

exercise, b) assures respondents anonymity and confidentiality, c) offers them the choice

to withdraw from the study.

6.4 The user design évaluation

The user (or teacher) design évaluation was specifically designed to obtain data

regarding students' progress throughout the exercise, their understanding of the problem-
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solving process, the design logistics, goal attainment, and to identify the problematic

areas within the instruction. The user questionnaire (see Appendix H) comprised of both

yes/no and short answer questions. The questionnaire was constructed using some

évaluation questions from "Principles of Motivation" and "Principles of Instruction for

Intellectual Skills" (Briggs et al. 1991). The questions address six main issues: 1.

Intellectual skills; 2. Motivation; 3. Coopération; 4. Relevance; 5. Metacognition; 6.

Feasibility. The user évaluâtes whether the exercise actually did attain the goals

established at its conception and whether any problems were encountered. The user is

also asked to evaluate the participants motivational level throughout the exercise, their

coopération in ail aspects of the exercise (including the debriefing), their perceptions

regarding the relevance of the exercise, any events pertaining to the debriefing, and the

feasibility of the design with regards to organization, time, and logistics.

7. IMPLEMENT THE EXERCISE

As previously mentioned, the exercise was to be part of the second three-hour

class to supplément the lecture method from the previous class. The first 45 minutes of

that second class was utilized to answer questions arising from the previous class and to

cover any remaining new content. Before being given a 20 minute break, students were

informed that the remaining two hours would involve an exercise requiring everyone's

participation. This researcher had previously decided to use a tape recorder so as to

capture ail the responses and comments made during the debriefing session. A member

of the audiovisual department had come to install the tape recorder with its two

microphones specifically during the break so as not to disrupt the class. Student curiosity

was piqued. Once ail students had retumed to their seats, this researcher, in the eapacity

of a teaeher, began the exercise.

The students were informed they would be "playing a game" in the format of

Jeopardy and whose purpose was to review and integrate ail the new knowledge content
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from the previous class. They were assured that the microphones présent would not be

used to record any of the aetivity at this point in time. The sample group for the study

included the entire first year nursing class which consisted of 42 students. However, on

this particular day, a total number of 37 students were présent for the exercise. At this

point, a volimteer was reeruited to be the scorekeeper. It must be noted that contrary to

my assumption that some students might be reluctant to participate in what might appear

to be a frivolous or childish aetivity (Resko & Chorba, 1992) which would in tum

generate a large number of volunteers for the scorekeeper position. However, this did not

happen as only two students volunteered for the position.

The remaining 36 students were then each assigned the number "1" or "2".

Students with the number 1 were asked to move to the left side of the room and students

with the number 2 were asked to move to the right side of the room. Sinee friends

usually sit together, the probability they had been assigned to différent teams was high.

This process of randomization ensured the teams' composition as équitable and avoided

the aggregation of brighter or weaker students in one team. The students were then asked

to name their teams for the purpose of identification. One team chose the name "smores"

while the other team chose the name "x-people". Students were advised not to consult

their books or notes for the entirety of the game. As anticipated, this rule was met by

numerous protests. It was then explained that the first half of the game would consist of

an individual portion while the second half was a team portion. It was emphasized that

in the individual portion students were to answer individually without any assistance

from their team members. If the student from one team assigned a question either

answered incorrectly or was unable to provide a response, the corresponding student on

the other team would have the opportunity to respond to the same question. This tactic

was used both to secure and retain everyone's attention, as well as to permit students to

possibly answer more than one question. Questions would altemate between both teams.
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Similar to Jeopardy, it was explained they had the choice of one category from

the available 4 catégories of questions. Students were able to both "see" the question on

the overhead transparency and hear the question as it was read to them. The visual

présentation permitted students to reread the question while providing them with both

the verbal and the visual modes of représentation. Although Rakes (1996) is referring to

graphies when he states that "Visuals may therefore enhance leaming by working in

tandem vrith text to provide dual coding" (p. 30), the premise can also apply in this case.

An explanation of the scoring System was then provided.

The teacher's rôle in this exereise was mostly one of facilitator or moderator, i.e.,

to ensure the exercise remains organized and proceeds smoothly (Gruending, Fenty, &

Hogan, 1991; Percival & Ellington, 1988; Resko & Chorba, 1992). It is the faeilitator's

responsibility a) to explain the rules of and the purpose for the game, b) to ereate a

positive atmosphère throughout the game, c) to closely observe participants' behaviors

during the game, d) to intervene when neeessary, e) to regulate the pace of the game, f)

to lead the post game debriefmg session (Gruending et al. 1991). It is this researcher's

opinion that in order for partieipants to fully benefit from the exercise, they need to be

provided with the questions' correct responses and, if neeessary, the associated

explanations as well.

Students were prompted or cued when unable to answer a question during either

portion of the game. Let us examine the question "Any one of these eonditions can lead

to sensible water loss". As a prompt, the student is asked to defme sensible water loss,

i.e. water loss that is visible or that the person is conscious of, as in sweat. Onee he has

this information, he is asked to generate any condition he thinks can lead to sweating, i.e.

physieal exereise, a fever, or a high extemal température. Prompts can jar a student's

long term memory aiding in the recall of faets and concepts from the previous class.

The exercise was then underway. Students eagerly and confidently answered
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when they knew the correct response, but appeared disappointed when they did net.

Students were eager to know the correct response when neither team knew the answer

and at times, asked for clarification to a particular question. The most chosen catégories

were those of behaviors and electrolytes/mechanisms. Unfortunately, once ail the

questions from those catégories were answered, students had no choice but to select one

of the two remaining catégories. This individual portion of the exercise took

approximately 60 minutes. As forecasted, that left only 30 minutes for the team portion

of the exercise. However, the 30 minute time ffame only permitted the completion of the

two independent questions and one case study instead of two. Since the last 30 minutes

of the class was reserved for the debriefmg and the questionnaires, the exercise was

terminated at that point.

The literature states that the presence of prizes should be mentioned at the

beginning of the game. Since this fact was accidently omitted at the beginning of the

exercise, the discovery of a prize at the completion of the game came as a welcome

surprise for the winning team. The other team was equally satisfied with their

consolation prize. Since the exercise was implemented shortly before Easter, the prizes

consisted of chocolatés. The termination of this portion of the exercise led to the

beginning of the next portion, i.e., the debriefmg, which is discussed in Chapter four.

8. CONDUCT THE DESIGN EVALUATION

As discussed in section six, four methodological tools were developed to collect

the data required for the design évaluation. Immediately following the exercise and the

distribution of prizes, students were given an explanation for the presence of the

microphones. This researcher, in the capacity of the facilitator, explained that the

exercise had just recently been developed and it would be appreciated if the students

would participate in its évaluation. They were told the évaluation basically entailed
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filling out two questionnaires. As this was part of a research study, they would need te

sign an informed consent before participating. Although the debriefmg is teehnically

considered a part of the exercise and does not require their consent, taping the discussion

would. Therefore, at that time, the consent form was explained and distributed for their

signatures. Everyone présent signed the consent and the debriefmg commenced.

8.1 The debriefing

The debriefing is a vital part of the exercise sinee it allows participants to reflect

on their expériences and to share them with their fellow classmates. The debriefing

should a) déterminé and discuss events and group processes that occurred during the

exercise, b) identify and discuss participants' thoughts and feelings about the events, c)

relate the expérience to the real world (Gredler, 1992; Percival & Ellington, 1988).

Thiagarajan (1995) suggests the facilitator "plan the debriefing with your left brain and

implement it with your right brain" (p.43). Although the facilitator should come prepared

with debriefing questions, ail issues that arise should be explored during the actual

session.

The purpose for the debriefing was briefly introduced, i.e., to process the

experience through sharing with others in order to leam ffom it. Although the structured

format of the debriefmg guide was closely followed, it remained flexible so as to include

a discussion of ail issues. Although students were aware their conversation was being

taped, they neither appeared apprehensive nor hésitant to express their ideas. The

discussion flowed smoothly, but as anticipated, not every student participated. Focusing,

paraphrasing, and clarification were communication techniques utilized to elieit

students' responses and to facilitate the discussion. Everyone was given the chance to

express themselves during the discussion of feelings. During the discussion of events,

their attention was focused on one event at a time. Paraphrasing was used to ensure what
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they said had been correctly understood by myself and by ail students. Clarification was

sought when their responses were unclear or to help them to elaborate a spécifie thought

or idea. The layout and the acoustics of the amphitheater at limes made il difficult to hear

some of the students' responses. When several students spoke at the same time, their

responses were totally incompréhensible. At several points in the discussion it became

necessary to ask them to speak one at a time. This indistinguishable speech was more

apparent when they became very emotional about a topic.The debriefing session lasted

approximately 20 minutes.

In préparation for the data analysis, the tape was transcribed. To facilitate the

analysis process, the transcript will be coded by numbering each teacher and student

response. Each one of these responses, or bits of information, form a "bibbif ' (Kirby &

McKenna, 1989) which is then identified by a number. The bibbits will be then be

analyzed, separated, and grouped together to form discrète catégories, i.e., groups of

bibbits that bave common properties, which will emerge ffom the given data (Kirby &

McKenna, 1989). It must be noted that some bibbits may bave more than one property,

i.e., characteristics or thèmes (Kirby & McKenna, 1989), and might belong to several

catégories. These catégories are then further analyzed, a process that might produce

subcategories within each category. The researcher will then attempt to discover the

relationships or links between these identified catégories and subcategories. The results

ffom this data will then be compared with the data obtained ffom the student

questionnaires in order to establish relationships and connections. The results obtained

from this analysis is discussed in Chapter four and becomes part of the évaluation of the

effectiveness of the exercise.

8.2 Student self-assessment questionnaire and student général questionnaire

The two questionnaires were stapled together and distributed to the students
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immediately following the debriefmg. The students were presented with the student

général questionnaire ( closed-ended questions) first because it would be faster and easier

to answer. Since responding to the self assessment questionnaire would require more

thought and reflection, it was placed last. As the directions for both questionnaires were

self explanatory, students were only instructed to read carefully each question and they

were urged to answer ail the questions. Student response time was about 10 minutes.

Since the questionnaires were filled ont in class, the response rate was 100 % (n=37).

Analysis of the data obtained from the student self assessment questioimaire

foliows the same process as that of the debriefmg. AU 37 responses to each question

were transcribed to facilitate the coding process. The emergent catégories and

subcategories will be examined so as to establish relationships within and between them.

As previously mentioned, the data obtained from this process will then be compared to

that of the debriefmg.

Descriptive statistics will be used to analyze the data obtained from the student

général questionnaire. AU student responses to each question of every questionnaire will

be scored and then totaled. A frequency polygon will be constructed to show the

frequency distribution of ail the questionnaires' test scores foliowed by the identification

of the mode, médian, and mean. These statistics should provide support for the

qualitative data obtained from the other sources.

8.3 User design évaluation results

The user évaluation was conducted immediately following the end of the class.

Since this data is basically the facilitator's assessment of the exercise, the results will

be compared and contrasted with the data obtained fi-om the students' assessment of the

exercise.
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The facilitator's assessment of the entire activity was mostly positive. Both the

individual and team portions of the exercise met the goals of knowledge recall,

understanding, and problem-solving. Students were usually able to access, sometimes

with prompts ffom the facilitator, their long term memory and recall content ffom the

previous class. During the team portion of the exercise, the students were able to adjust

to working as a team and to collaborate in order to solve the problems. Initially, students

ffom both teams were ignoring the rules of the game and calling out their answers

independently. However, after a few incorrect responses, they realized this method was

ineffective and actually counterproductive. With each incorrect response, they lost their

tum and the question went to the opposing team. Losing these valuable opportunities to

the other team became the stimulus that united them. They ail agreed to discuss ail

answers as a group and to let the spokesperson supply the responses. Once they began

to collaborate, they were rewarded with the satisfaction of being able to respond

correctly and subsequently attain a higher score.

Their performance in the case study was satisfactory. AU the single response

questions were usually answered correctly by the original team awarded the question,

and the multiple responses questions were either correctly answered by the original team,

or completed by the opposing team. There appeared to exist a sense of pride and

satisfaction among the team members when the correct response was obtained. Students

appeared to develop a better understanding of the content as the game progressed and

explanations to incorrect responses were supplied. This was évident with every nod of

the head, "ah!", "oh yeahl", and "I see!" uttered by the students. Also évident was that

success was not based exclusively on luck, i.e., guessing, but on actual thinking and

collaborative problem-solving.

Their suecess at responding correctly became part of their motivation.

Unfortunately, the compétition level was an equally strong motivator. DeYoung (1990)
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identified students' prime motivator as winning, with leaming being only a secondary

motivator. Although student motivation is usually high in games (Kuhn, 1995; Percival

& Ellington, 1988 ), students can become so compétitive that they start arguing about

scores, rules, and infractions instead of concentrating on leaming (Walljasper, 1982). On

several occasions both teams accused each other of cheating, i.e., looking through their

notes or whispering answers in the individual portion. The scorekeeper was under

constant scrutiny by both teams who were vigilant in verifying no errors were made in

the scoring system. Students began to yell out every time they disagreed with the scoring

or when they thought the other team was cheating. This commotion was aggravated by

the amphitheater's poor acoustics making the noise level intolérable at times. It is cracial

that the facilitator refocus the students' attentions on the leaming aspect of the game and

to downplay the compétition (DeYoung, 1990). At several points in the exercise,

students had to be reminded that it was only a game and to please focus their attention

on the questions instead of the scores.

The debriefmg proceeded smoothly and ail issues were addressed. Through the

expression and sharing of their thoughts, feelings, and the discussion of the events

students appeared to develop an awareness of their feelings and the leaming process. As

predicted, not everyone participated in the debriefmg. However, the student

questionnaires provided everyone with the opportunity for reflection. Students found the

case study to be realistic and reflective of real nursing situations and expressed

disappointment that they lacked the time to solve the second case study, e.g., "it was too

short". They were pleased with their abilities to successfully apply their knowledge

through the problem-solving which they felt would give them confidence in the clinical

setting, e.g., "with more ease". In future, the time frame for the exercise should be

lengthened to two hours to accommodate the completion of both case studies. To

facilitate collaboration, a room with movable desks and chairs should be chosen.
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DATA ANALYSIS

This chapter will discuss the methods used to analyze the data collected from the

various sources. Since the debriefmg, the user design évaluation, and the student self

assessment questionnaire ail yield qualitative data, as opposed to the quantitative data

from the student général questionnaire, différent methods of analysis w^ill be required.

A description of the two methods of analysis used in this research and the subséquent

analysis of each source's data will be presented in this chapter. Ail data will then be

compared and contrasted for the final analysis. Also included is an analysis of the data

ohtained from the first génération exercise and how its results compare to those of the

second génération exercise.

1. THE DEBRIEFING

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the 20 minute dehriefmg session was

audio-taped to ensure inclusion of ail comments and to avoid any omissions that can

occur when one is relying exclusively on memory. Compared to the facilitator jotting

down notes throughout the discussion, this appeared to be the most effective and least

obtrusive method of recording the salient points of the discussion. This method permitted

the facilitator to focus on the discussion at hand and to avoid any unnecessary

interruptions in the flow of the discussion. One needs to organize ail the data before one

can even begin to analyze or make sense of it (Kirby & McKenna, 1989). Each passage

of conversation from the transcript (bibbit) was first eut up and then examined for

common properties so they could be placed together and form a category. Since bibbits

can bave several properties they can belong to several catégories. Sorting ont the bibbits

hegins with a numher identification for each bibbit. This coding ensures the easy

identification of the source or location of each bibbit in the original transcript. Each

category must achieve "saturation", or bave enough bibbits to permit the researcher to
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confidently make statements about the data within each catégories and the links between

the catégories (Kirby & McKenna, 1989). It must be noted that some bibbits had several

properties (characteristics) and were therefore placed in more than one category.

Although the catégories are supposed to emerge as data is sorted, this researcher

expected to find at least five catégories, i.e., those that corresponded to the instructional

goals.

The process of sorting and organizing led to the emergence of seven catégories

which were then coded, or given a name. As predicted, "intellectual skills" (i.e., review

/ understanding / problem-solving), "collaboration", "motivation", "creativity", and

"metacognition" were among the emergent catégories. Other catégories that emerged

were "events", "feelings", and "improvements". It must be noted however, that not ail

catégories reached their saturation point. The category of "creativity" contained only two

bibbits and "metacognition" had but one bibbit. At this point, due to lack of support,

one can neither make inferences nor generalizations about these catégories. The

remaining catégories contained enough support to be saturated. Catégories can also

produce subcategories, which were identified in two of the eight catégories. The category

of "events" included the subcategories of "compétition" and "shouting", while the

"feelings" category produced the four subcategories of "game", "compétition",

"shouting", and "responses".

Appendix J lists the eight catégories and subcategories. When students were

asked the first question in the debriefing session (i.e., the purpose for the exercise), it was

anticipated they would identify the instructional goals. Although ail goals were

mentioned, some goals appeared to be more apparent than others. The goals of creativity

and metacognition were identified by only a few students, and as such, did not reach

their level of saturation. This implies that at this point in time, this research cannot

confidently infer that students were cognizant of either the creative or metacognitive
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aspects of the exercise. However, the instructional goals of intellectual skills, motivation,

and collaboration were identified by many students. It appeared that many students

identified intellectual skills both as the purpose for the exercise and again mentioned

them later in the discussion. Understanding, review, and problem-solving were ail

identified as parts of these intellectual skills. Some students stated the exercise was a

good review of the previous class content (e.g., "for review purposes"), while others

noted it stimulated the thinking process and made them develop a better understanding

of the content (e.g., "You really have to think") .

At varions points in the debriefmg discussion, motivation was a theme identified

by many respondents. Everyone appreciated the prizes (chocolatés), but also found

leaming to be an equally strong motivator (e.g., wanted to know the right answer). This

researcher was pleasantly surprised to discover that students found "leaming" to be one

of the benefits provided by the exercise. Their newfound confidence in their ability to

apply this new knowledge in the clinical setting was reassuring. They stated the practice

offered by the exercise was helpful and agreed they would be able to apply this

knowledge with better "ease". Being provided with the right answer when they

responded incorrectly was also seen as a positive aspect of the exercise (e.g., "got the

right answer from the teacher").

The exercise's promotion of collaboration was mentioned by some respondents.

It appeared that students enjoyed cooperating with their peers and appreciated the fact

that everyone got the opportunity to participate. The category that received the most

responses was that of "feelings". The main purpose for the debriefing is to identify and

promote the discussion of participants' thoughts and feelings. Students willingly and

openly discussed their feelings. These feelings were focused on four main areas or

subcategories: 1. The game; 2. The compétition level; 3. The shouting; 4. The responses.

Feelings toward the game centered around their anxiety level (e.g., "nervous at first").
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Not being able to provide the correct individually-based response in the first half of the

exercise appeared to be a source of anxiety for some students (e.g., "weren't sure of an

answer"). This was aggravated by the very public nature of the exercise (e.g., "lots of

people around you"). Having the entire class witness your inability to answer a question

appeared to be stressful for some students. These same students probably preferred the

team portion of the exercise where the spotlight was not focused solely on one

individual.

The compétitive nature of the exercise was very évident both to this researcher

and to the students. Most students agreed that the compétition among the teams was a

strong motivator. Each team wanted to "beat the other team" and "to win". Although this

researcher found the compétition level to be unhealthy, the students disagreed with this

assessment. They felt the compétition stimulated them to work harder and was not by

any means a négative factor (e.g., "it makes you think"). This différence in opinion could

possibly be as a resuit of ffiends being assigned to différent teams thereby making the

compétition between them of a friendly nature. Despite their positive feelings for the

compétition, most students agreed that the shouting and subséquent high noise level was

very "disturbing". They agreed that the shouting worsened when émotions flared. The

shouting hampered their concentration (e.g., "I could not concentrate"). They could think

better when it was quiet, but not during the shouting. Although this researcher agréés that

the noise level was defmitely too high, the amphitheater's poor acoustics only served to

aggravate the situation. In the best of circumstances when everyone is quiet, it is still

very difficult to hear a student ffom the back of the room.

The last category that evoked an expression of feelings was that of "responses".

The discussion focused around students' feelings when they got the correct response. As

predicted, students felt "good" when they were able to give the correct response, either

individually or in teams. However, students denied the opposite émotion when an
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incorrect response was given. The exercise did promote positive self-esteem among

students. When asked whether having allowed them to use their books and notes would

have made the experience more positive, most students believed it would not have. They

agreed that having to generate the answer without the help of notes stimulated their

thinking process (e.g., "because getting the right answer with books you're not

thinking").

Students offered a few suggestions to improve the quality of the experience. Prior

notice for the exercise was the most popular suggestion (e.g., "tell students the day

before"). The reason for students not being given prior notice were clearly described in

Chapter three. Although surprise quizzes are usually stressful, prior notice would oblige

students to study making this option an equal source of stress. As previously mentioned,

recall and understanding of content ffom the previous class were instructional goals that

would be best achieved going into the situation unprepared. A comparison of students'

performances using both methods would make an interesting study. One student

suggested one team should be directed ail the questions until they give an incorrect

response. Only then would the questions revert to the other team. However, most

students disagreed with this suggestion based on the premise that the whole purpose for

the exercise was for everyone to participate (e.g., "the other team is left behind").

Students made one other suggestion which was not mentioned during the debriefmg

session but rather as an afterthought at the end of the class. They proposed the class be

divided into smaller teams to better accommodate collaboration during the team portion

of the exercise.

In conclusion, the above data demonstrates the value and the importance of the

dehriefing session. Through the discussion, students were able to process the experience,

express their thoughts and feelings, and share their ideas with their classmates. They

found the exercise promoted thinking, understanding, and collaboration. Students were
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motivated both to win and to leam. Although they found the compétition motivating,

they were annoyed with the excessive shouting. With the exception of "creativity", this

methodological tool has yielded data that is reflective of the instructional goals of the

exercise.

2. STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

The student self-assessment questionnaire was constructed specifically to elicit

data with regards to the students' metacognition and motivation, i.e., relevance of the

instruction. The questionnaire's five questions were intentionally constructed as open-

ended in order to allow students to elaborate their ideas or thoughts. The "comments"

section was included so students had the freedom to write additional thoughts or ideas

without prompts ffom the researcher. The responses to all six questions were transcribed

and prepared for the analysis in the same marmer as that of the debriefmg. Appendix K

outlines the emergent catégories ffom each question of the questionnaire. As shown, no

subcategories were identified.

Question 1 asks students to identify the most important thing they leamed ffom

the exercise. Of the four catégories identified, only three attained saturation. Students

clearly identified metacognition, intellectual skills, and collaboration as being important.

By participating in the exercise, they developed an awareness of that knowledge content

which was familiar and that which would require more studying (e.g., "to see how I

should study"). The category of intellectual skills had comments mostly regarding

understanding (e.g., "to think harder and more effectively without the book"). A few

students mentioned it helped them recall and review previous knowledge content, but the

majority commented the exercise helped them better understand the knowledge content

generally and certain concepts specifically (e.g., hypertonic and hypotonie). A number

of students commented they enjoyed working in groups during the team portion as it
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allowed them to collaborate with students other than their friends (e.g., "how to work

with other students").

The second question asked students to identify the most important thing they

discovered through the exercise. This question produced three catégories of which only

two were saturated. Whereas the previous question was intended to promote

metacognition with respect to product (knowledge base), this question was intended to

promote metacognition with respect to process (leaming process). Metacognition was

the main category that emerged from this probing. Although some students' responses

related to an awareness of the knowledge that they knew or did not know, the majority

of students stated a) they actually leamed better through this teaching method, b) it was

an effective way of leaming, c) they leamed from listening to other students, d) some

were surprised by how much they did know without having studied. Creativity was the

other category identified, as students admitted this was an effective, créative way of

leaming (e.g., "it is a fun way to leam").

The third question asked students to identify any events occurring during the

exercise that prevented them from leaming. Six catégories emerged, but the only

category that attained saturation was that of "noise level". It was évident that the

shouting and commotion disturbed many students and that the experience might have

been a more positive one had the noise level not been so elevated (e.g., "there was too

much yelling and it was hard to concentrate"). Some catégories that did not achieve

saturation were those of feelings, compétition, understanding, cheating, and

"miscellaneous". A few students did not enjoy the pressure assoeiated with winning,

while others were upset with the alleged cheating. It must be noted that one student

stated the job of scorekeeper prevented him from leaming more.

Questions 4 and 5 were intended to elicit students' reactions regarding the

motivation or the relevance of the exercise. Question 4 asked students to describe what
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they liked best about the exercise. Although this question produced six catégories, only

four achieved saturation. Again, intellectual skills was one of the emergent catégories.

Students enjoyed how the exercise stimulated thinking and promoted understanding. In

addition, they also enjoyed the collaborative aspect of the exercise or the interaction and

coopération between the team members (e.g., "I leamed how to communicate"). Some

students found this teaching method as a "fun" way to leam (e.g., "it made leaming

fim"). Other students appreciated the questions' explanations or rationales provided by

the facilitator (e.g., "the answers were well explained by the teacher"). Six catégories

emerged ffom the fîfth question's data, but again, not ail catégories were saturated. The

two catégories that were saturated were those of noise level and feelings. Again, the

noise level during the exercise was the least positive aspect of the exercise and what

actually prevented students from totally enjoying the experienee (e.g., "cannot

concentrate in solving problems/thinking"). Varions students described spécifie négative

feelings experienced throughout the exercise as being; the pressure, anxiety with regards

to answering, the compétition level (e.g., "people getting upset because of a point when

it was only an exercise"), and the individual portion of the exercise. The catégories that

were not saturated related to the perceived cheating, the length of the exercise (too short),

the physical space, and "nothing".

The last section reserved for free comments generated five catégories of which

three were saturated. Students appreciated the creative aspect of the exercise and

expressed it was fun (e.g., "to make the subject more interesting") and an "interesting

way of teaching". They suggested a number of ways of improving the experienee as

being: 1. Provide advance notice; 2. The need for smaller groups; 3. Scheduling the team

questions first; 4. Repeating the same type of experienee. Once again, understanding

continued to be a récurrent theme.

To summarize, the student self-assessment questionnaire was constructed to
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provide students with an additional opportunity to process and reflect on their feelings

and the events that occurred during the exercise. The results of the data analysis appear

to support the attainment of this goal. Students developed metacognition or an awareness

of both their knowledge base (product) and the leaming or thinking process that was

utilized throughout the exercise. In addition, they were able to both see the relevance of

this type of instruction with regards to their personal leaming and to appreciate the

collaborative aspect of the exercise. The results also identified some weak areas that

would require modifications to create a more effective third génération exercise.

3. STUDENT GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire was constmcted both to elicit data regarding students' général

attitudes toward the exercise and also to allow them to participate in the évaluation of the

effectiveness of the design. As previously stated, the questionnaire employed closed-

ended questions specifically because this made it easier and faster for students to answer.

Each question from this form was scored by assigning a) 1 point for "strongly disagree",

b) 2 points for "disagree", c) 3 points for "agree", d) 4 points for "strongly agree" e) no

points for blanks. The scores obtained ffom each question were then totaled to obtain a

final score. Table 1 shows the percentages for the total number of students that chose

each of the four alternatives for each question. As shown, over 90 % of respondents

chose the altematives "agree" or "strongly agree". Only two respondents were

dissatisfied with everything that related to the exercise but it was expected that this

teaching method may not have appealed to everyone. The results clearly support the

qualitative data fi-om the other two sources. Students were in agreement that the exercise

a) was enjoyable, b) was relevant to their leaming, c) promoted recall, understanding,

and problem-solving, d) promoted collaboration, e) stimulated metacognition and

reflection, f) was implemented in an orderly manner.
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Student général questionnaire results
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Strongly

disagree

Disagree Agree Strongly

agree

1.1 enjoyed this type of leaming. 6% 0% 24% 70%

2.1 benefited from this type of
leaming.

3% 3% 16% 78%

3. The exercise allowed me to recall

the content of F&E.

3% 3% 34% 60%

4. The exercise provided me with
opportunities to solve problems.

3% 6% 46% 46%

5.1 can apply what I leamed from this
exercise.

3% 3% 51 % 43%

6. The exercise allowed me to become

aware of what I know.

3% 3% 22% 72%

7. The exercise provided me with
adéquate opportunities for
participation.

6% 3% 59% 32%

8. The exercise allowed me to

collaborate with other students.

3% 3% 54% 40%

9.1 have benefited from the shared

expériences of the other students.
6% 3 % 34% 57%

10. The exercise is relevant to my
leaming.

3% 3% 24% 70%

11. The teacher acted as a facilitator

during the exercise.
3% 6% 15% 76%

12. The exercise was organized. 0% 3% 38% 57%

13. The exercise proceeded smoothly. 3% 3% 65% 29%

14. The duration of the exercise was

adéquate.

6% 0% 35% 59%
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A "frequency chart" was constructed using ail the scores obtained from each

individual questionnaire. Table 2 shows both the frequency and the percentage for each

score. The average score was 48.2, the most fréquent score was 48, and the middle score

was 50. The two lowest scores of 20 and 22 account for the médian being différent from

the two other values. A frequency polygon of the scores and their frequencies is

presented in Table 3. These scores suggest that the experience was mostly positive for

the majority of students which accounts for their positive évaluation of the exercise. As

with the debriefing, the data from this questionnaire reflects and supports instructional

goal attaiiunent.

4. FIRST GENERATION EXERCISE

Préparation for analysis of the data obtained from this exercise followed the same

procédure as that of the qualitative data from the second génération exercise. The data

was sorted under the two headings of "discovery statements" and "intention statements".

A discovery statement asked the question "What did you discover while playing the

game?", while an intention statement asked the question "What do you intend to do as

a resuit of this discovery?" Each student's comment became bibbits which were

numbered, examined to search for common properties, sorted into catégories and

subcategories (see Appendix I).

4.1 Discovery statement

Data from the "discovery statement" produced three catégories: 1. Metacognition;

2. Intellectual skills; 3. Collaboration. AU three catégories achieved saturation. Many

students stated their discovery pertained to metacognition. Through participation in the

exercise, students were able to discover an awareness about themselves that they lacked

before the exercise's implementation. Some students were very spécifie regarding this
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Frequency chart data

Scores Frequencies Percentages

20 1 2.7%

22 1 2.7%

41 1 2.7%

42 2 5.4%

43 1 2.7%

44 2 5.4%

45 1 2.7%

46 1 2.7%

48 5 13.5%

49 2 5.4%

50 4 10.8%

51 4 10.8%

53 3 8.1%

54 4 10.8%

55 3 8.1%

56 2 5.4%

37 100.0%

Mean 48.2

Médian 50

Mode 48



Table 3

Frequency Chart

48 4922 41 42 43 44 45 46

■Frequencies

53 54 55 56

Score

vO
0\
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awareness. Two subcategories within the metacognition categoiy reached saturation.

Some students specified it made them aware of "what they did and did net know"

regarding F&E content. Three responses actually admitted they discovered they were

able to remember more content from the first lecture than they realized (e.g., "I

discovered that I know more than I thought I did"). Other respondents developed an

awareness of which content to focus on during their studies. The remaining two

comments related to leaming styles and the importance of the component F&E.

The next category identified by respondents was that of intellectual skills. Again,

students commented the exercise promoted understanding of the knowledge content.

Participating in the exercise not only allowed them to gain a better imderstanding of the

F&E content, but also stimulated their thinking process (e.g., "there were questions that

had me thinking"). Students realized that understanding is a very important aspect of

leaming versus just memorization. Understanding stimulâtes thinking, whereas

memorization without understanding does not.

The last category of collaboration shows students developed an awareness of the

collaborative aspect of the exercise. These students discovered they enjoyed working in

teams because it allowed them to share their ideas, it promoted interaction with their

peers, and it was less anxiety producing than the individual portion (e.g., "I enjoyed

conferring with my fellow students" and "developed good team work").

From this analysis, one can safely infer a) the exercise promoted metacognitive

activity in students, b) it stimulated the thinking process and allowed students to gain a

better understanding of the F&E content, c) it promoted collaboration among students.

The first génération exercise's explicit goals were that of recall and intégration. In order

to be able to unité and see the content as a whole, one must have a clear understanding

of this content, thus making understanding an important facet of intégration.
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4.2 Intention statement

The catégories generated from this statement were more mimerons than those

generated from the discovery statement. The intention statement asks students for their

plan of action based on their discovery statement; this produced one main eategory

labeled "study more". Based on their previous discovery, they plan to study more for the

following exam. Most study stratégies were of the général nature, but some students

identified spécifie study stratégies. The général stratégies consisted of the vague "study

more", whereas spécifie stratégies were identified as being: to review their notes on a

regular basis, to try and understand their notes better, and to use a particular tactic for

studying (such as diagrams and a spécifie order). As a resuit of their metacognitive

thinking, these latter students were able to pinpoint the study strategy that would best

suit their personalities and leaming styles.

The remaining three catégories were not fully saturated. They pertained to

collaboration, motivation, and personal changes. Based on this analysis one can infer that

as a direct resuit of their previous discoveries, students will dedicate more time to their

studies of F&E generally, and utilize certain identified study stratégies specifically.

5. FINAL RESULTS

The final step in the analysis process is to examine ail the data from the varions

sources, i.e., the debriefing, the student self-assessment questionnaire, the student général

questionnaire, and the user évaluation, and draw conclusions. Methodological

triangulation was used because if ail the methods of data collection yield the same

results, then the researcher can have more confidence in the results. If one closely

examines ail the data from the second génération exercise, one can begin to see

similarities.
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Both the debriefing and the self assessment questionnaire confirmed the exercise

promoted understanding and collaboration. Students were able to review the knowledge

content and to use problem-solving as a means of better understanding that content. The

student général questionnaire shows that over 90 % of respondents agreed that the

exercise allowed them to recall content and provided them with opportunities to solve

problems, thereby gaining a better understanding of the content. Collaboration was

another positive aspect of the exercise. The descriptive statistics supports the self-

assessment questionnaire and the debriefing results that over 90 % of students believed

the exercise promoted collaboration between team members. They enjoyed both the

coopération and the interaction in the team portion of the exercise and the fact that it

provided them with opportunities to share their ideas with members of the class other

than their friends.

The area of metacognition was another aspect of the exercise that was seen as

positive. Again, 94 % of respondents agreed the exercise allowed them to become aware

of both what they do and do not know as well as their feelings regarding the experience.

The debriefing clearly points out students' awareness of their feelings regarding the

exercise itself, the compétition level within the exercise, shouting that occurred within

the exercise, and the manner in which questions were answered. Most feelings in this

area were positive with the exceptions of shouting and the anxiety experienced by some

students. Even though the individual portion may have been a source of anxiety for some

students, over 90 % of respondents (from the général questionnaire) both enjoyed and

benefitted from this teaching method. The self-assessment questiormaire yielded similar

data with regards to metacognition. Whereas the debriefing allowed students to become

aware of their feelings and the events that occurred within the exercise, the questionnaire

allowed students to become aware of both what they did and did not know regarding

content and the thinking/leaming process. They were cognizant of how they leamed and

how the case studies provided them with a better understanding of the content. Some
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students realized they leam better with this type of teaching.

However, the self-assessment questionnaire also identified the noise level as a by

product of the shouting as a less positive aspect of the experience. The student général

questionnaire revealed the exercise was well organized (95 % of respondents), proceeded

smoothly (94 % of respondents), the teacher acted as a facilitator (91 % of respondents),

and was of an appropriate duration (94 % of respondents). Even though students felt the

duration was adéquate, they expressed disappointment with the lack of time which did

not permit completion of the second case study.

These results support the linking of ID and constructivist philosophy where one

can design instruction that is both product and process oriented. The results also support

the premise that constructivist teaching is required when the goal of the instruction is

more than just knowledge acquisition. Constructivist philosophy emphasizes the thinking

process, understanding, the reflective nature of the exercise, the socieil aspect of leaming

(collaboration) and the metaeognitive aspect. This research's results support this

statement. Based on the évaluation of the fmdings, the décision is made whether to adopt

the exercise or to revise the exercise. If modifications are required, the designer wdll go

baek to the "design/develop the exercise" step and make the appropriate revisions.

Recommendations for the third génération exercise are discussed in Chapter five.

5.1 A comparison of the first and second génération exercises

If one can compare and contrast the data ffom the first génération exercise with

the data ffom the second génération exercise, one can sec that although the two exercises

are différent in content, they yielded similar results. Both exercises promoted

metaeognitive thought in students, where they developed an awareness of what they did

and did not know with regards to knowledge content, and identified the areas of foeus
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in their studies. However, the intention statement from the first génération exercise also

yielded data regarding spécifie study stratégies some students would employ in preparing

for their exams. Students from both groups stated the exercise promoted thinking and

understanding of the content. Whereas data from the first génération exercise had three

saturated catégories, i.e., metaeognition, intellectual skills, and study, data from the

second génération exercise generated more catégories. In addition to those catégories

identified by the former, the latter also identified the catégories of collaboration,

motivation, and important events that occurred during the exercise.

The discrepancies in the data might not direetly be a function of the différences

in the exercises, but rather a function of the différence in the number and quality of the

methodological tools used to collect the data. The first génération exercise utilized only

one method of data collection, i.e., the diseovery and the intention statements which

generated a limited amount of data. However, the second génération exercise utilized

four methods for the collection of data where each method added a différent perspective

to the same data. The qualitative data from one tool revealed students were generally

cognizant of the knowledge content, i.e., what they did and did not know, while the data

from another tool revealed an awareness of the thinking process utilized throughout the

exercise. Both methods identified metaeognition as a category, but each method

identified différent aspects of that metacognitive thinking. Unlike the first génération

exercise, using methodological triangulation allowed the less positive aspects of the

second génération exercise to emerge.

It is self évident that triangulation offers a multidimensional view of the data

which allows the researcher both to better understand the data and to safely make

inferences. The first génération exercise offered but one dimension to the data and did

not explore other aspects of the exercise.
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6. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE DESIGN

Constructivists believe that the criteria for evaluating constructivist inquiry

should include trustworthiness and authenticity. A researcher can evaluate the

trustworthiness of an inquiry by looking at the credibility, transferability, dependability,

and confirmability of its results. Credibility parallels the positivist criteria of internai

validity, transferability parallels that of extemal validity, dependability parallels that of

reliability, and confirmability that of objectivity (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Lincoln &

Cuba, 1985).

If one examines the issue of credibility for this research's findings, one can see

that the results have been strengthened by the use of triangulation. If varions sources

confirm the same results, this adds credibility to the results and where inferences can be

made with more certainty (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Although the four methodological

tools basically produced the same catégories, each source added a différent perspective

to those catégories, thereby enriching the data. The credibility of those results were

strengthened by the emergence of the same catégories ffom each source.

Transferability looks at the applicability of the research's findings to other

contexts or subjects (Guba, 1981). The researcher is not so much interested in looking

at whether these findings can be generalized to ail contexts, but rather "to form vv^orking

hypothèses that may be transferred from one context to another depending upon the

degree of fit between the contexts" (Guba, 1981). It is safe to say this research's findings

would be applicable to other students. Two générations of the exercise producing similar

results supports this assertion.

Once transferability bas been established, one can look at the dependability of

these results, or whether they can be consistently repeated if the research were replicated

with the same or similar subjects/contexts (Guba, 1981). The findings of the inquiry need
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to be dependable if they are to be crédible. A researcher must examine both the process

and the product of the inquiry. The product will attest to the inquiry's dependability,

while the product (data) to its confirmability, or neutrality (Guba, 1981). Since similar

results have been reproduced already twice via the two générations of the same exercise,

one can state with confidence that this research's findings are consistent (dependable).

The results are also confirmable since they are supported by data that was collected from

the varions sources.

The second set of criteria used to evaluate constructivist inquiry is that of

authenticity. Denzin & Lincoln (1994) state that authenticity can be verified by

examining a) the ontological authenticity, or whether the enquiry enlarges the subjects'

Personal constructions, b) the éducative authenticity or whether the inquiry "leads to

improved understanding of the constructions of others" (p. 114), c) the catalytic

authenticity, or whether the inquiry stimulâtes the subjects into action, d) the tactical

authenticity where the inquiry empowers its subjects. This research's findings meet ail

four criteria for authenticity. The data provided ffom the varions sources clearly

demonstrates that students' personal constructions have been enlarged. The inquiry has

permitted students to gain both a better understanding of the knowledge content and an

awareness of the thinking process (ontological authenticity). Through both the team

portion of the exercise and the debriefing session, students were able to share their

constructions with one another, thereby gaining a better understanding of each others'

constructions (éducative authenticity). The data obtained from the varions sources

confirmed that participation in the inquiry stimulated students to study more (catalytic

authenticity). Students were empowered by the metacognitive aspect of the exercise

through an awareness of their feelings, their knowledge base, their leaming, and their

performances throughout the exercise (tactical authenticity).

It has been demonstrated that the second génération exercise does meet
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constructivist évaluation criteria. One can conclude that the design has met its

instructional goals and is effective as a teaching method.



CONCLUSION

This chapter will présent a summary of the final analysis as well as its

conclusions. It also includes recommendations to improve the instruction for the third

génération exercise.

The results clearly show attainment of the five instructional goals. The use of

multiple sources to collect the data presented multiple perspectives for the same data.

The catégories of intellectual skills, motivation, collaboration, and metacognition

emerged from the data of both the debriefmg and the student self-assessment

questiormaire, but each had a slightly différent focus. Overall, students found the

experience to be a positive one. Students commented that the exercise promoted active

recall of information which in tum provided a good review of the knowledge content.

Active use of the content through problem-solving in the case studies allowed for better

understanding of the content. Not using any notes or books promoted thinking and

contributed to the understanding of the content. Students confirmed that although the

desire to win was a major motivator, the desire to respond correctly regardless of

winning was an equally strong motivator. Students found the exercise relevant to their

leaming and good préparation for both their exams and their clinical stages.

Students particularly enjoyed the collaborative aspect of the exercise. They

enjoyed interacting and cooperating with fellow classmates other than their friends.

Students' preferences for the team portion of the exercise compared to the individual

portion was probably due to anxiety created in response to the public pressure to provide

correct responses in the individual portion. Anxiety was reduced during the team portion

as students felt more comfortable with the consultation and collaboration. Students were

cognizant of their feelings throughout the exercise and were able to express them ffeely

both in the debriefmg and the self-assessment questionnaire. Students developed an

awareness of both the thinking process they employed during the exercise and of the
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gaps présent in their knowledge base. As supported by the free expression of comments

obtained at the end of the self-assessment questionnaire, students were pleased with the

creative aspect of the teaching method.

Students were able to express less positive events that oecurred throughout the

exercise. Most students found the noise level caused by the shouting to be very

disturbing and unsettling. It must also be noted that the noise level was aggravated by

the poor acoustics of the amphitheater. This shouting was probably in response to the

high level of compétition throughout the exercise which students labeled "healthy". An

explanation for this phenomenon could be what was perceived as intense compétition by

the researcher was perceived as camaraderie by students.

The student général questionnaire produced descriptive statistics that also support

the attainment of the instructional goals. These statistics reinforce the qualitative data

obtained from the debriefmg and the self-assessment questionnaire. Over 90 % of

respondents either agreed or strongly agreed the exercise was a positive experience for

them.

Student suggestions for improvement of the exercise included a) prior notice for

the exercise, b) the need for smaller groups, c) scheduling the team portion before the

individual portion, d) use this type of teaching method for other classes. After

considering ail of these suggestions, this researcher concluded that the need for smaller

groups is very feasible and would probably improve the instruction. The class of 37

students produced two teams of 18. Consulting with 18 students when trying to décidé

on a correct response can be quite difficult and there is a high probability that some

students may not get the opportimity to express their opinions. This detracts firom the

goal of collaboration. Having four groups of nine will better facilitate the collaborative

process within the groups and will provide better opportunities for participation from ail
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students.

Since the individual portion of the exercise is a prerequisite for the team portion,

the order eannot be reversed. However, student anxiety caused by the individual portion

of the exercise can be diminished by "pairing" students. A question would be allocated

to each "pair" who can consult together to provide the correct response. This tactic would

also encourage collaboration throughout the entire exercise.

It is vital to consider the layout and acoustics of the room when choosing the

elassroom for the instruction. The amphitheater was an inappropriate locale for this type

of exercise. If possible, the room should have movable desks and chairs to enable

students to "huddle" together during the team portion of the exercise. In the future, if no

other elassroom is available, the laboratory would be a better altemative to the

amphitheater. A place where sound does not reverberate throughout the entire room is

erucial in keeping the noise level within acceptable limits. It is important to create an

atmosphère which is conducive to thinking so that students are able to concentrate.

Another recommendation is to increase the time frame for the exercise ffom 90

minutes to 120 minutes, to permit the completion of both case studies which students

found to be realistic and also relevant to their leaming.The addition of these extra facets

would both improve the instruction and probably make the exercise a more positive

experienee for students.

This research has demonstrated that one can design instruction that is both

product and process oriented. This goal can be achieved by using a constructivist ID

model where ID is used to provide the steps for the design, and constructivism is used

to provide the framework. This will produce instruction that is interesting, creative, and

stimulating for the students.
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FLUIDS & ELECTROLYTES JEOPARDY

FIRST GENERATION EXERCISE

1. This compartment comprises of fluids within body cells.
-ICF

2. Lymph, organ fluids, CSF and blood are parts of this compartment.
-ECF

3. ECF is divided into these 2 compartments.
-interstitial & intravascular

4. This is what we call a positively charged electrolyte.
-cation

5. This is the process where solid matter in a fluid moves from an area of higher
concentration to an area of lower concentration.

-diffusion
6. This is what we call a negatively charged electrolyte.

-union

I. This is the movement of H20 through a semi-permeable membrane ffom a solution that
bas a lower soluté concentration to one that has a higher soluté concentration.
-osmosis

8. This is the term that is used to express the osmotic pressure of a solution.
-osmolarity / osmolality

9. Sérum osmotic pressure is affected by this electrolyte.
-Na

10. This osmotic pressure is exerted by large protein molécules in the blood.
-colloid oncotic (osmotic) pressure or oncotic pressure

II. This solution has the same osmolarity as blood plasma.
-isotonic

12. When cells are placed in this type of osmolar solution, there is a net movement of H20
into the cells.

-hypotonie
13. Cells dehydrate when placed in this type of osmolar solution.

-hypertonic

14. This movement of materials across a cell membrane requires metabolic activity and energy
expenditure.
-active transport

15. During this process, H20 and difflisible substances move together in response to fluid
pressure.

-filtration
16. This pressure is exerted by a liquid in a column.

-hydrostatic pressure
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17. Hydrostatic pressure is highest at this end of the capillary bed.
-arterial

18. This mechanism is the primary regulator of fluid intake.
-thirst mechanism

19. The thirst control mechanism is located in this area.

-hypothalamus

20. Anyone of these conditions can stimulate the thirst control centre.
-dry mouth, high osmolarity, low blood volume

21. The average adult requires this amount of total daily fluid intake.
-2600-2900 mL

22. This is the amount of daily PO fluid intake that a person requires.
-1300-1600 mL

23. In your total daily fluid intake, about 1000 mL comes from this source.
-food intake

24. Fluid is lost through any one of these 4 organs.
-kidneys, lungs, skin, G1 tract

25. This organ is responsible for the majority of fluid balance régulation.
-kidneys

26. This is the average amount of daily urine output.
-1500 ml

27. These 2 hormones influence the amount of urine produced.
-ADH, aldosterone

28. This type of H20 loss is not perceived by the person.
-insensible H20 loss

29. Any one of these conditions will lead to sensible H20 loss.
-exercise, high Temp. (external), fever

30. About 400 mL of insensible H20 is lost via this organ(s).
-lungs

31. Decreased blood volume &/or increased blood osmolarity is a stimulus for this hormone
sécrétion.

-ADH

32. This gland releases ADH.
-posterior pituitary

33. Decreased ADH sécrétion has this effect on urine output.
-increased U/0

34. This is where aldosterone is produced.
-adrenal cortex

35. The kidney tubules absorb this electrolyte when aldosterone is secreted.
-Na

36. This is the most abundant cation in ECF.

-Na

37. This is the most abundant cation in ICF.

-K
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38. These are three major anions of body fluids.
-Cl,HC03,P04

39. A buffer will absorb or release this cation in order to correct acid-base imbalances.

-H

40. This anion is the major chemical base buffer in the body.
-HC03

41. This term describes (measures) the acidity or alkalinity of a fluid.
-pH

42. Blood pH is regulated by the amount of this ion in the blood.
-H

43. This term refers to a blood PH < 7.35.

-acidic, acidosis

44. In the carbonic acid-bicarbonate buffer system, H & HC03 excrétion is controlled by
this organ(s).
-kidneys

45. In the carbonic acid-bicarbonate buffer system, the lungs control the excrétion of this
substance.

-C02

46. A net Na loss wilI cause this condition.

-hyponatremia
Al. Any one of these conditions can cause hyponatremia.

-kidney disease, GI losses, sweating, use of diuretics
48. Increased sécrétion of this hormone will cause hypematremia.

-aldosterone

49. If Na is retained, the body will excrete this electrolyte.
-K

50. This condition can be caused by overuse of diuretics like lasix.
-hypokalemia

51. This condition can lead to cardiac arrest.

-hyperkalemia
52. Isotonic imbalances exist when H20 and electrolytes are gained or lost in equal

proportions. In osmolar imbalances, it is the loss or excess of this substance.
-H20

53. Fluid volume deficit/excess are examples of this type of imbalance.
-isotonic imbalance

54. These are causes of osmolar imbalances.

-dehydration, SIADH, diabetes insipidus, hyperosmolar tube feedings
55. The value of this substance remains unchanged in FVD & FVE.

-Na

56. Nasogastric suctioning results in the loss of these electrolytes.
-Na.K.Cl.Mg
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57. If a nurse suspects a client is at risk for F & E imbalance, she/he can independently start
this intervention.

-24 hr U/0

58. Clients with any one of these conditions is usually placed on I/O.
-post-op., fever, restrictedfluids, I.V. therapy, rénal disease

59. Total daily output includes urine as well as any one of these.
-vomitus, diarrhea, gastric suctioning, tube drainage

60. Hematocrit can be a measure of hydration status. In FVD, this is what happens to the
hematocrit.

-increases

61. Blood levels of these substances are useful in measuring kidney function.
-BUN, creatinine

62. BUN and creatinine will be decreased in this isotonic imbalance.

-FVE

63. This term refers to the concentration of blood plasma.
-sérum osmolarity/osmolality

64. During FVE, this is what happens to blood osmolarity.
-decreases

65. This part of the population has a greater body H20 than adults.
-infants

66. This gender has less body H20.
-women

67. This substance is the body's codant.
-blood

68. Stress will cause an increase in these hormones.

-ADH, aldosterone

69. In FVD, F & E can be replaced via any one of these routes.
-I. V, PO, TPN, bloodproducts

70. These are interventions for clients with FVE.

-fluid restriction, decreased Na intake, diuretics
71. These 2 interventions are used to measure fluid balance.

-daily weights, 24 hr U/0
72. 1 Kg of weight gain is equal to this amount of fluid gain.

-1 litre

73. If a client is on fluid restrictions, this is the proportion of daily PO fluids allotted between
08:00-16:00.

-one half
74. This condition may be developing if U/0 falls below 30 mL/hr.

-FVD

75. This is what happens to U/0 if there is an increase in ADH.
-decreases

76. This is an example of a hypertonic NaCl solution.
-3% or 5%NaCl
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77. These are behaviours of fluid excess (cardiopulmonary).
-SOB, dyspnea, crackles

78. H20 moves into this space aller administration of 5% NaCl.
-intravascular

79. Clients will exhibit this behaviour if they have hypoproteinemia.
-dépendent edema
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FLUIDS & ELECTROLYTES JEOPARDY

SECOND GENERATION EXERCISE

Category: Fluids / Pressures

1. Lymph, organ fluids, CSF, and blood are parts of this compartment.
ECF

2. ECF is divided into these 2 compartments.
interstitial & intravascular

3. This is the movement of H20 through a semi-permeable membrane from a solution that
bas a lower soluté concentration to one that has a higher soluté concentration.
Osmosis

4. This is the term that is used to express the osmotic pressure of a solution.
Osmolarity / osmolality

5. This osmotic pressure is exerted by large protein molécules in the blood.
Colloid osmotic (oncotic) pressure

6. This solution has the same osmolarity as blood plasma.
Isotonic

7. When cells are placed in this type of osmolar solution there is a net movement of H20
into the cells.

Hypotonie

8. Cells dehydrate when placed in this type of osmolar solution.
Hypertonic

9. Hydrostatic pressure is highest at this end of the capillary bed.
Arterial

10. The average adult requires this amount of a total daily fluid intake.
2600-2900 mL

11. This organ(s) is responsible for the majority of fluid balance régulation.
Kidneys

12. These 2 hormones influence the amount of urine produced.
Aldosterone & AD H

13. This type of H20 loss is not perceived by the person.
Insensible

14. About 400 mL of insensible H20 is lost via this organ(s).
Lungs
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Category: Electrolytes / Mechanisms

1. Sérum osmotic pressure is affected by this electrolyte.
Na

2. This mechanism is the primary regulator of fluid intake.
Thirst mechanism

3. The thirst control mechanism is located in this area.

Hypothalamus
4. This gland releases ADH.

Posterior pituitary

5. This is where aldosterone is produced.
Adrenal cortex

6. The kidney tubules absorb this electrolyte when aldosterone is produced.
Na

7. A buffer will absorb or release this cation in order to correct acid-base imbalances.

H

8. This anion is the major chemical base buffer in the body.

HC03

9. This term describes (measures) the acidity or alkalinity of a fluid.
PH

10. Blood PH is regulated by the amount of this ion in the blood.
H

11. This term refers to a blood PH less than 7.35.

Acidic / acidosis

12. In the carbonic acid-bicarbonate buffer system, H & HC03 excrétion is controlled by
this organ(s).
Kidneys

13. In the carbonic acid-bicarbonate buffer System, the lungs control the excrétion of this
substance.

C02

14. If Na is retained, the body will excrete this electrolyte.
K

15. Isotonic imbalances exist when H20 & electrolytes are gained or lost in equal
proportions. In osmolar imbalances, it is the loss or excess of this substance.

H20
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Category: Stimuli /Nursing Interventions

1. Any one of these conditions can stimulate the thirst control centre.
Dry mouth, high osmolarity, low blood volume

2. Any one of these conditions will lead to sensible H20 loss.
Exercise, high Temp. (external), fever

3. Fluid is lost through any one of these 4 organs.
Kidneys, lungs, skin, GI tract

4. Decreased blood volume &/or increased blood osmolarity is a stimulus for tbis hormone
sécrétion.

ADH

5. Increased sécrétion of tbis hormone will cause bypematremia.
Aldosterone

6. These are eauses of osmolar imbalanees.

Dehydration, SIADH, diabètes insipidus, hyperosmolar tube feedings
7. In FVD, F & E can be replaced via any one of these routes.

IV, PO, bloodproducts
8. These are interventions for clients with FVE.

Fluid restriction, decreased Na intake, diuretics

Category: Behaviours

1. Decreased ADH seeretion bas tbis effect on urine output.
Increased U/0

2. Tbis condition can lead to cardiac arrest.

Hyperkalemia
3. The value of tbis substance remains uncbanged in FVE & FVD.

Na

4. Nasogastrie suctioning results in the loss of these electrolytes.
Na, K, Cl, Mg

5. Total daily output includes urine as well as any one of these.
Vomitus, diarrhea, gastric suctioning, tube drainage

6. Hematocrit can be a measure ofbydration status. In FVD, tbis is wbat bappens to the bematxiit
Increases

1. These are behaviours of fluid excess (eardiopulmonary).
SOB, dyspnea, crackles
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Indépendant questions

1. People drinking only H20 during fasts are at risk for which type of fluid imbalance? Explain
why.

Overhydration (osmolar imbalance)
They have normal isotonic fluid lasses (sweat/urine) but are replacing only H20 (not
electrolytes)

2. Drinking sea H20 can cause which F & E imbalance? Explain why.
Dehydration
Solution is hypertonic saline & will pull H20 from interstitial spaces.

Case study # 1

Mrs C., a 77-year old woman, was admitted 2 days ago c/o SOB, coughing, and swollen ankles/feet.

V.S. = BP 190/110 Hr96 RR281aboured

Lab results: Hct 0.34 N= 0.37-0.48

Hgb 6.8 N= 7.49-9.9
Nal40meq/L N= 135-145
K4.1meq/L N= 3.5-5.5

She bas a history of hypertension. Mrs C's normal weight is 140 Ibs. She now weighs 147 Ibs.

1. After evaluating Mrs C's behaviours & lab results, classify her type of fluid status.
FVE (Fluid Volume Excess)

2. Which behaviours are consistent with this type of fluid status?
SOB, coughing, swollen ankles/feet, RR, BP, weight gain

3. Which of these behaviours would be an early sign of FVE?
SOB, RR, coughing

4. Mrs. C bas been diagnosed as having pulmonary edema.
Which stimuli contributed to this diagnosis?

HTN (increased hydrostatic pressure)

5. Classify Mrs C's weight gain as mild (2%), moderate (5%), or severe (8%).
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Moderate (7 lbs-5%)

The doctor has ordered an oxygen saturation which shows 88%. The doctor has now ordered 02 via
nasal cannula.

6. What will the nurse need to check to complété Mrs. C's respiratory assessment?
breath sounds for crackles

1. What nursing intervention would be appropriate for Mrs. C's swollen ankles?
Elevate lower legs

8. Mrs. G has been given a diuretic (lasix) for her pulmonary edema. Which nursing
interventions would be appropriate for Mrs. C's total care?

I/O, daily weights, monitor K results, monitor VS (BP, HR, RR)

Case Study # 2

Fiona is a 44-year old woman admitted with a history of vomiting. She has not been able to eat or
drink over the last 24 hours. On exam, her abdomen is distended and firm.

V.S. = BP 95/50 HR 118 RR 22

The doctor orders an insertion of a nasogastric tube attached to low wall suction.
Lab results: Na 143 meq/L N= 135-145

K 3.0 meq/L N= 3.5-5.5
Cl 101 meq/L N= 100-105

1. After evaluating Fiona's behaviours & lab results, classify her type of fluid status.
FVD

2. Which behaviours support this diagnosis?
BP 95/50, HR 118, Na 143, no PO intake, vomiting

3. Which additional (4) assessments would the nurse do to evaluate her F & E status?
Weight (past/present), skin turgor, nsg history (meds), urine SG & u/o

4. Fiona is diagnosed as having a small bowel obstruction. She goes to the OR for a bowel
resection.

The nurse writes the following goal: The client's F & E status will retum to normal within 48
hours a/e/b which outcome criteria?

Increased BP, decreased HR, balanced 1/0, no vomiting, normal K level
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RULES FOR FLUIDS & FLFCTROLYTFS JFOPARDY

1. Choose a volunteer to be the scorekeeper who will keep a tally of the scores.

2. Divide the class into two teams by randomly assigning a "1" or "2" to students.

3. Ask both teams to choose a name.

4. Ask both teams to choose a spokesperson.

5. Students are not allowed to use books or class notes.

6. Questions in the first half of the game are answered on an individual basis. Students are not

allowed to consult with one another during this portion.

7. Each question in the first half of the game is worth 10 points if the answer has one response, and

20 points for questions that have multiple responses. In the case of the latter, each correct response

is worth five points.

8. Students get to choose a random question ffom one of four catégories. If a category's questions

are fmished, they must choose from another category.

9. Each student has a 30 second time frame to answer the question.

10. If a student in team A answers incorrectly, then the corresponding student in team B is given the

opportunity to answer the same question.

11. Questions altemate between both teams.

12. Questions in the second half of the game are answered on a team basis.

13. Questions in the second half of the game that have one response are worth 20 points. For those

questions with multiple responses, each correct response is worth five points.

14. Students in the first half of the game are not penalized for giving an incorrect response. Although

students in the second half of the game are not penalized for answering incorrectly, i.e. points are

not deducted form the score, the following rule applies.

15. The spokesperson is responsible for giving the responses on behalf of the group. If another

member of the group gives a correct response, it is accepted as valid and the appropriate points are

allotted. However, if a member of the group other than the spokesperson gives an incorrect response,

then the question goes to the other team.

16. Questions within the case study altemate between both teams.

17. The team with the most points at the end of the game wins.

18. The winning team wins a prize and the other team wins a consolidation prize.
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DEBRIEFING GUIDE

1. What was the purpose of the exercise?

2. How do you feel about this experience?

3. How did you feel while playing the game?

• what were your thoughts?
• what were your feelings?

4. What happened during the exercise?

• how do you feel about that?

5. What happened within your group during the team questions?

• how do you feel about that?

6. How does this exercise compare to real life situations?

7. What did you leam from this experience?

• how does it relate to the real world?

8. Were there any benefits to this experience?

■ what were these benefits?

9. What would you change to make this experience better?
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STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

1. The most important thing I leamed from this exercise is

2. The most important thing I discovered about myself through this experience is

3. What prevented me from leaming more during the exercise was_

4. What I like best about the exereise is

5. What I like least about the exercise is

Comments :
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STUDENT GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Strongly
disagree

Disagree Agree Strongly
agree

1.1 enjoyed this type of leaming.

2.1 benefited from this type of leaming.

3. The exercise allowed me to recali the

content of F&E.

4. The exercise provided me with
opportunities to solve problems.

5.1 can apply what I leamed from this
exercise.

6. The exercise allowed me to become

aware of what I know.

7. The exercise provided me with adéquate
opportimities for participation.

8. The exercise allowed me to collaborate

with other students.

9.1 have benefited from the shared

expériences of the other students.

10. The exercise is relevant to my leaming.

11. The teacher acted as a facilitator during
the exercise.

12. The exercise was organized.

13. The exereise proceeded smoothly.

14. The duration of the exercise was

adéquate.
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Consent for Participation in the Research Study

I, the undersigned, consent to voluntarily participate in the évaluation

of the instructional exercise used in the Fluids & Electrolytes class.

I understand that the results from the questionnaires will remain

anonymous, confidential, and will be used solely for the purpose

of the research study. Failure to complété the questionnaires is

withdrawal jhom the study.

Participant's signature Date
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USER DESIGN EVALUATION

1. Intellectual Skills

1.1 Were problem-solving procédures clearly described?
1.2 Were examples and contexts used in problem solving familiar to the leamer?
1.3 Did examples, contexts, and problem-solving progress from simple to complex, and

familiar to unfamiliar?

1.4 Did the exercise allow for recall of knowledge?
1.5 Did the problem solving activities allow for understanding of the F&E knowledge?
1.6 Were errors made by leamers directly addressed?
1.7 Did leamer feedback provide corrective information vs just correct answer?

2. Motivation

2.1 Was the leamer's attention maintained throughout the exercise?
2.2 Did the leamers feel confident they could succeed in the exercise?
2.3 Were the leamers satisfied with the experience?

3. Coopération
3.1 Did the leamers participate willingly?
3.2 Did the exercise promote active involvement of ail participants?
3.3 Did the leamers collaborate during the team work?
3.4 Was there compétition among leamers/groups of leamers?
3.5 Was the compétition level healthy?
3.6 Did the leamers participate in the debriefmg?

4. Realism/Relevance

4.1 Did the leamers say the experience was realistic: resembled real life situations?
4.2 Did the leamers say the process used in the exercise actually relate to real life?
4.3 Did the leamers say there were any benefits to the exercise? If so, what were they?
4.4 Did the leamers suggest changes to the exercise? If so, what were they?

5. Metacognition during the debriefmg
5.1 Did most leamers participate in the debriefmg?
5.2 Was the atmosphere/mood calm and non threatening during the debriefing?
5.3 Did the leamers express their feelings/perceptions regarding the exercise?
5.4 Did the leamers express their feelings about the group interactions?
5.5 Did the leamers share their expériences?

6. Feasibility
6.1 Were the mies of the exercise easy to leam?
6.2 Was the exercise feasible related to: time, space, and materials?
6.3 Did the teacher act as a facilitator vs. Dispenser of knowledge?
6.4 Did the exercise proceed smoothly?
6.5 Did the experience remain organized until the end?
6.6 Was there sufficient time allocated to the debriefmg and to the student questionnaires?
6.7 If you were to make changes to improve the exercise, what components would you

retain? What would you change?
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FIRST GENERATION EXERCISE:

CATEGORIES AND SUBCATEGORIES

1. Discovery statement

1.1 Metacognition

1.1.1 Knowledge of content
1.1.2 What to study
1.1.3 Miscellaneous

1.2 Intellectual skills

1.3 Collaboration

2. Intention statement

2.1 Study more

2.1.1 Général stratégies

2.1.2 Spécifie stratégies

2.2 Catégories that did not achieve saturation

2.2.1 Collaboration

2.2.2 Personal changes
2.2.3 Motivation
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DEBRIEFING: CATEGORIES AND SUBCATEGORIES

1. Intellectual skills: review, understanding, problem-solving

2. Motivation

3. Collaboration

4. Feelings

4.1 Game

4.2 Compétition
4.3 Shouting

4.4 Events

4.4.1 Compétition
4.4.2 Shouting

4.5 Responses

5. Catégories that did not achieve saturation

5.1 Creativity
5.2 Metacognition
5.3 Improvements
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STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE:

CATEGORIES

1. The most important thing that I leamed from this exercise is...

1.1 Metacognition

1.2 Intelleetual skills

1.3 Collaboration

1.4 Creativity (no saturation)

2. The most important thing that I discovered through this exercise is.

2.1 Metacognition
2.2 Creativity

2.3 Collaboration (no saturation)

3. What prevented me from leaming more during this exercise is...

3.1 Noise level

3.2 Catégories that did not achieve saturation

3.2.1 Peelings
3.2.2 Compétition
3.2.3 Understanding
3.2.4 Cheating

3.2.5 Miseellaneous

4. What I liked best about the exercise is...

4.1 Intelleetual skills

4.2 Collaboration

4.3 Creativity
4.4 Catégories that did not achieve saturation

4.4.1 Metacognition

4.4.2 Reward

#
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5. What I liked least about the exercise is...

5.1 Noise level

5.2 Feelings
5.3 Catégories that did not achieve saturation

5.3.1 Cheating
5.3.2 Length

5.3.3 Space
5.3.4 Nothing

6. Comments

6.1 Creativity
6.2 Improvements

6.3 Understanding
6.4 Catégories that did not achieve saturation

6.4.1 Feelings
6.4.2 Metacognition
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, INITIALS, AND ACRONYMS

CDT Component Display Theory

ERIC Educational Resources Information Center

F&E Fluids and Electrolytes

FVD Fluid volume déficit

FVE Fluid volume excess

ID Instructional design

SLV Second level variables

TLV Third level variables

#


